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ABSTRACT 
Proteoglycans (PGs) are proteins that carry one or more negatively charged 
glycosaminoglycan (GAG) chains. Proteoglycans have been identified in 
essentially all multicellular organisms, and are implicated in a wide range of 
biological and pathological processes. To further decipher the influence of 
GAG glycosylation on biological and pathological events in humans, detailed 
structural characterization of PGs/GAGs is needed. However, studying the 
PGs/GAGs is very challenging and has been hampered by the limited number 
of analytical tools available. 

In this thesis work, we have developed and applied glycoproteomics and 
glycomics methods to characterize PGs and their GAG structures and 
investigated their possible influence on the cellular characteristics of insulin-
producing cells. The workflow included isolation, enrichment, and enzymatic 
depolymerization of PG/GAG structures followed by structural analysis using 
liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry. We identified several 
different chondroitin/dermatan sulfate (CS/DS) and heparan sulfate (HS) PGs, 
some of which are novel PGs. Several of the identified PGs, such as 
chromogranin-A (CgA) belong to the granin family of secretory granules 
which are typically co-stored, co-processed and co-released with the insulin 
hormone. Considering that several of the PGs identified belong to the granin 
family, and that the granins are important for the biogenesis of dense-core 
secretory granules, we started to explore the cellular effects of blocking the 
GAG glycosylation in rat INS-1 832/13 cells by using the CRISPR/Cas9 
technique. Our data showed that B4galt7-KO clones had a major, but not 
always complete, block of the GAG glycosylation of the CgA protein. 
Furthermore, the cellular localization of CgA as well as its proteolytic 
processing was different in KO cells compared to WT cells. Further studies of 
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the effects of downregulation of the GAG biosynthesis in these clones are 
ongoing. 

In summary, our structural findings may assist in elucidating the influence of 
GAG modifications on the storage, processing, and secretion of peptide 
hormones of endocrine cells, with particular relevance to insulin-secreting beta 
cells. Given the paramount importance of insulin on glucose homeostasis, 
these novel aspects of GAG glycosylation presented herein may provide new 
insights into diabetes research and future treatment strategies. 
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SAMMANFATTNING PÅ SVENSKA 
Proteoglykaner (PG) är en grupp proteiner vilka till vilka en eller flera negativt 
laddade långa sockerkedjor s.k. glykosaminoglykaner (GAG) är fast kopplade 
till särskilda aminosyror via typiska s.k. länkregioner. PG har identifierats i 
väsentligen alla multicellulära organismer och har visats delta i en mängd olika 
biologiska och patologiska processer. För att kunna kartlägga hur olika PG och 
deras GAG kedjor påverkar dessa processer måste man i detalj kunna kartlägga 
sockerkedjornas kemiska strukturer. Att göra detta är emellertid väldigt 
utmanande, inte minst på grund av PG storlek och varierande GAG strukturer, 
och lämpliga metoder har tidigare inte funnits till hands. 

Vi har i denna avhandling utarbetat och tillämpat nya känsliga metoder för att 
kunna identifiera PG, kartlägga deras GAG-kedjor samt ange var i proteinet 
dessa kedjor sitter förankrade. Särskilt har vi, efter att vi upptäckt att flera 
(pro)hormoner faktiskt är PG, intresserat oss för att studera PG/GAG i insulin-
producerande celler från människa, mus och råtta. Vår metodik inkluderar 
extraktion av PG, degradation med olika proteinspjälkande enzymer, anrikning 
av GAG-peptider med jonbytarkromatografi, de-polymerisering av GAG med 
olika sockerspjälkande enzymer och slutligen analys av erhållna 
sockerföreningar med vätskekromatografi och masspektrometri. Vi har med 
denna metodik kunnat bekräfta tidigare fynd om PG men också kunnat 
identifiera flera nya PG bärande på 2 olika typer av GAG (kondroitinsulfat 
respektive heparansulfat). Fler av de PG vi identifierat t.ex. kromogranin-A 
och kromogranin-B (secretogranin-1) tillhör den s.k. granin familjen som är 
typisk för sekretoriska granulae, vilka återfinns i (neuro)endokrina celler och i 
vilka graninerna lagras, spjälkas och utsöndras tillsammans med andra 
proteinhormoner som produceras i dessa celler. Graninerna, och de peptider 
som spjälkas av från dem, är centrala för själva bildandet av sekretoriska 
granulae. Vi ville därför specifikt undersöka den funktionella betydelsen av 
PG/GAG i en av de insulin-producerande cell linjer, INS-1 832/13, som många 
forskare tidigare använt för att förstå graninernas roll vid fysiologisk och 
patologisk insulin-sekretion (såsom vid diabetes), och vilken vi i våra första 
arbeten hade studerat i större detalj. Med hjälp av den s.k. gensax tekniken 
(CRISPR/Cas9) har vi därför etablerat flera cellkloner från denna cellinje där 
vi genetiskt blockerat tillverkningen av GAG genom att slå ut en av 
nyckelenzymerna i deras biosyntes. Våra resultat visar att vi i flera kloner fått 
en mer eller mindre fullständig hämning av GAG biosyntesen. I dessa celler 
processas och distribueras kromogranin-A på ett annorlunda sätt än i 
ursprungscellerna och de sekretoriska granulae ser också annorlunda ut. 
Fortsatta studier är dock nödvändiga för att kartlägga betydelsen av dessa fynd. 
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Sammanfattningsvis kan vi slå fast att de metoder vi nu utvecklat och tillämpat 
har gett oss ny kunskap om den strukturella variationsrikedomen av PG och 
GAG, och gett oss nya möjligheter att kartlägga om och hur GAG kan påverka 
lagring, spjälkning och utsöndring av peptidhormoner t.ex. i insulin-
producerande celler. Med tanke på insulinets centrala roll i upprätthållande av 
en normal glukosbalans i kroppen, är det troligt att de metoder och resultat 
kring PG struktur och funktion, som presenteras i denna avhandling, kan ge 
nya insikter och uppslag för vidare forskning kring diabetes sjukdomarnas 
orsaker, komplikationer och behandlingsstrategier.
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“We live on an island surrounded by a sea of ignorance. As 
our island of knowledge grows, so does the shore of our 
ignorance.” 

John Archibald Wheeler 

 

 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Glycosylation refers to the covalent attachment of carbohydrates to proteins 
and lipids, which leads to the formation of glycoproteins and glycolipids, 
respectively. Glycosylation is the most frequent post-translational 
modification of proteins, which provides a vast structural diversity that is vital 
for their various functions (Khoury, Baliban, and Floudas 2011). Glycans exist 
in different types, including N- and O-linked glycans attached to glycoproteins, 
proteoglycans, glycosphingolipids, and GPI-anchored conjugates (Stanley 
2011). Glycans are involved in an enormous number of physiological and 
pathological processes of cells, and changes in their expressions and structures 
are linked to many diseases, notably cancer and inflammatory diseases (Reily 
et al. 2019). The development of new technologies for deciphering the 
structure and function relationships of glycans has opened up the growing field 
of glycobiology. Glycobiology encompasses the study of various aspects of 
glycans such as structure, biosynthesis, evolution, and function (Varki 2017). 
Studying the various aspects of glycans not only benefits the glycobiology 
field, but also the biomedical sciences in general. 

In the studies presented in this thesis, I have focused on two types of 
proteoglycan-linked glycans, namely the chondroitin/ dermatan sulfate and the 
heparan sulfate glycosaminoglycans, to understand the structure and function 
of these glycans in insulin-producing cells.  
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1.1 Proteoglycans 
Proteoglycans (PGs) are composed of a core protein to which linear 
polysaccharides, glycosaminoglycans (GAGs), are bound. One or more of 
GAG chains may be attached to each core protein (Lindahl et al. 2015). GAGs 
are categorized into four distinct groups, based on the composition of the GAG 
chain: chondroitin/dermatan sulfate (CS/DS), heparin/heparan sulfate (HS), 
hyaluronic acid (HA) and keratan sulfate (KS) (Kjellen and Lindahl 1991; 
Lindahl et al. 2015). Core proteins that carry HS and/or CS GAG chains are 
called HSPG and CSPG, respectively. Less than hundred mammalian PG core 
proteins are known to date, which are traditionally classified based on their 
cellular and subcellular localization into four groups including: intracellular, 
cell surface, pericellular and extracellular matrix (ECM) PGs (Figure 1) (Iozzo 
and Schaefer 2015; Toledo et al. 2020). 

Figure 1. Cellular and subcellular localization of PGs. 
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The PG serglycin, that can carry heparin GAG chains, was for a long time 
considered the only intracellular PG, packed inside secretory granules (SGs) 
of cells, specifically mast cells. Serglycin has an important role in mast cell 
function since it affects the storage of numerous secretory proteases inside the 
cells (Abrink, Grujic, and Pejler 2004). Recently, several secreted 
prohormones such as chromogranin-A (CgA), neuropeptide W, secretogranin-
1 and secretogranin-3 were identified to be decorated with GAG chains 
(Gomez Toledo et al. 2015). These are typically found in SGs and therefore 
qualify as intracellular PGs. Cell surface PGs are divided into transmembrane 
and glycosyl-phosphatidyl-inositol (GPI) anchored subgroups. Syndecans (1-
4) and glypicans (1-6) which mostly carry HS GAG chains are the best known 
cell surface PGs. Pericellular PGs are associated with the cell surface either 
through attachment to the cell surface receptors such as integrins, or associated 
to the basement membrane. Perlecan, agrin and collagens XV and XVIII are 
pericellular PGs and typically HSPGs. The hyalectan PGs, small leucine-rich 
PGs (SLRPs) and the SPOCK family (testicans 1-3) are components typical 
for the ECM. There are four members of the hyalectan family: aggrecan, 
brevican, neurocan, and versican. SLRPs, harboring multiple leucine-rich 
repeats, comprise the largest family of the ECM PGs and exist in a wide range 
of connective tissues together with collagens, elastin and fibronectin (Iozzo 
and Schaefer 2015). 

 

1.1.1 Glycosaminoglycan structures 

GAGs constitute a very heterogeneous group of linear, negatively charged 
polysaccharide chains that are bound to core proteins. HS and CS/DS GAGs 
are made up of repeating building blocks composed of hexuronic acid (HexA) 
[either glucuronic acid (GlcA) or iduronic acid (IdoA)] and N-
acetylhexosamine (HexNAc) [either N-acetylgalactosamine (GalNAc) or N-
acetylglucosamine (GlcNAc)]. (Esko, Kimata, and Lindahl 2009; Kjellen and 
Lindahl 1991). 

CS comprises repetitive (-4GlcAβ1-3GalNAcβ1-) disaccharides that can be 
modified by addition of sulfate to the hydroxyl groups at position C2 of GlcA 
and at positions C4 and C6 of GalNAc (Lauder 2009) (Figure 2). Positions and 
extent of CS sulfation varies depending on the source, for instance articular 
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cartilage in adult human is 6-O-sulfated whereas tracheal cartilage is mostly 4-
O-sulfated (Lauder, Huckerby, and Nieduszynski 2000). The non-sulfated 
disaccharides may be present in the CS backbone at low percentages (Li et al. 
2015), however, the presence of tri-sulfated building blocks are very rare 
(Nandini and Sugahara 2006).  

DS, also known as CS-B, is structurally formed from the same building blocks 
as CS (Figure 2). However, due to the activity of DS-epimerase enzymes (DS-
epi1 and DS-epi2) some of the GlcA are epimerized to IdoA (Pacheco, 
Malmstrom, and Maccarana 2009). The extent of this modification ranges from 
one IdoA per GAG chain to almost 100% IdoA in other chains, which leads to 
the generation of hybrid CS/DS structures (Malmstrom et al. 2012). DS can be 
modified by sulfation at the same positions as CS. However, 4-O-sulfation 
appears to be of particular importance as it tends to closely accompany 
epimerization (Tykesson et al. 2018). Since IdoA residues are more often 
sulfated than GlcA residues, they generate highly modified domains (higher 
negative charge content) within a co-polymeric CS/DS GAG chain. Co-
polymeric CS/DS GAGs have been shown to have a greater conformational 
flexibility compare to the GAG chains composed of only CS. Structural 
heterogeneity of these hybrid GAGs enable them to be involved in different 
and more specialized processes (Ferro et al. 1990). 

Heparin and HS are both composed of the same building blocks of (-4GlcAβ-
4GlcNAcα-) (Figure 2). Heparin is more sulfated than HS, which makes it a 
highly negatively charged macromolecule. In addition, it has been shown that 
the sulfation pattern of heparin and HS is also different, HS has some highly 
sulfated regions (N-sulfated or NS regions) and some unmodified regions (N-
acetylated or NA regions) while the sulfation pattern of heparin is more evenly 
distributed (Turnbull and Gallagher 1991). Heparin and HS GAGs contain 
IdoA residues at different positions along the chains. The conversion into IdoA 
typically occurs adjacent to GlcNS residues and the chains are then further 
modified by sulfation (Capila and Linhardt 2002; Kjellen and Lindahl 1991).  

HA is the simplest GAG which is composed of (-4GlcAβ-3GlcNAcβ-) 
repetitive disaccharides (Figure 2). In contrast to the other GAGs, HA is a free 
polysaccharide chain, not attached to any core protein. Moreover, HA is not 
modified by sulfation since it is synthetized at the cell surface and does not 
pass through the Golgi apparatus (Weigel and DeAngelis 2007).  
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KS consists of repeated (-3Galβ4-GlcNAcβ-) disaccharides and does thus not 
contain any hexuronic acid (Figure 2). Both monosaccharide residues can be 
further modified by 6-O-sulfation. The KS chain is linked to the core PG 
through either N- or O-glycan core structures. Based on the linkage type that 
connects KS to the core protein, KS chains are divided into three types. KS 
type I (KS-I) is attached to the core protein via an N-glycan, type II (KS-II) is 
attached through an O-glycan and type III (KS-III) is attached through an O-
linked 2-O-mannose structure (Caterson and Melrose 2018). 

 

Figure 2. GAG disaccharide units. 
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1.1.2 Biosynthesis of the GAG tetrasaccharide linkage 
region  

The assembly of CS/DS and HS GAGs, is initiated by the biosynthesis of a 
common tetrasaccharide linkage region (GlcAβ1-3Galβ1-3Galβ1-4Xylβ1-O-
Ser) at a selected serine residue of the core protein. Following the biosynthesis 
of the core proteins in the rough endoplasmic reticulum (RER), the biosynthesis 
of the GAG chains takes place in the lumen of the Golgi. The building blocks 
of the GAG chains, monosaccharides and sulfates, are activated in the cell 
cytosol to form nucleotide monosaccharides and 3′-phosphoadenosine 5′-
phosphosulphate (PAPS). These activated building blocks are translocated by 
nucleotide sugar transporters and the PAPS transporters into the Golgi 
apparatus, where the CS/DS and HS/heparin are then synthesized (Prydz and 
Dalen 2000).  

Biosynthesis of the linkage region (Figure 3) is initiated by adding a xylose 
(Xyl) residue from UDP-Xyl to the core protein at a specific serine residue by 
the action of a xylosyltransferase (XylTs). This common step of HS and CS/DS 
biosynthesis is a crucial step for the allocation of the GAG attachment site(s) 
onto a specific core protein. The biosynthesis of GAGs on a specific acceptor 
serine is favored when serine is flanked by glycine(s), and there is an acidic 
cluster in close proximity to the acceptor serine (Esko and Zhang 1996). 
However, the underlying mechanisms of how the XylT enzyme selects a 
particular serine residue of a particular core protein to catalyze the reaction, 
are still unclear (Briggs and Hohenester 2018).  

It has been shown that vertebrates have two isoforms of xylosyltransferases, 
XylT-1 and XylT-2. A study, which included 33 human cell lines, showed that 
XylT-2 mRNA level expression is often higher than that of XylT-1. However, 
the xylosylation activity of XylT-1 enzyme was, in the same study, reported to 
be higher than that of XylT-2. Besides, both enzymes acted in the same manner 
towards the acceptor substrates (Roch et al. 2010). 
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The action of XylT is followed by stepwise addition of two galactose (Gal) 
residues and one glucuronic acid (GlcA) residue to the growing glycan chain. 
These enzymatic reactions are catalyzed by sequential actions of β1,4-
galactosyltransferase 7 (β4GalT7/GalT-I), β1,3-galactosyltransferase 6 
(β3GalT6/GalT-II) and of β1,3-glucuronyltransferase 3 (GlcAT-I) enzymes 
(Bai et al. 2001; Kreuger and Kjellen 2012; Mikami and Kitagawa 2013). 

Figure 3. Biosynthesis of tetrasaccharide linkage region of CS/DS and Heparin/HS 
PGs. 

 

The result of all above enzymatic reactions is the formation of the 
tetrasaccharide linkage region, which can further undergo several 
modifications such as phosphorylation, sulfation, sialylation and fucosylation 
(Gomez Toledo et al. 2015; Kitagawa et al. 2008; Prydz 2015). 
Phosphorylation of Xyl at the C2 hydroxyl group can occur in both CS/DS and 
HS biosynthesis and is catalyzed by the secretory pathway kinase, Fam20b 
(family with sequence similarity 20, member B) (Koike et al. 2009; Zhang, 
Zhu, et al. 2018). The presence of the Gal-Xyl disaccharide appears necessary 
for the kinase activity of Fam20b, which in turn enhances the activity of GalT-
II enzyme adding the second Gal residue (Kayton et al. 2015). It has been 
reported that, in the human U2OS osteosarcoma cell line, the absence of 
Fam20b activity abrogates the formation and later on the elongation of 
tetrasaccharide linkage regions, which finally leads to the formation of 
truncated GAG chains capped with an N-Acetylneuraminic acid (Neu5Ac) 
(Kayton et al. 2015). Both Fam20b-dependent Xyl phosphorylation and the 
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enhanced activity of GalT-II, which lead to the GAG chain elongation, are 
considered as events that occur in the same time frame. Xyl phosphorylation 
does not last long and is removed by 2-phosphoxylose phosphatase I (XylP) 
before the addition of GlcA by GlcAT-I. This step is considered important for 
the GAG chain elongation, since the GAG polymerization of the 
tetrasaccharide linkage region may not occur while the Xyl is phosphorylated 
(Kayton et al. 2015; Koike et al. 2014). Considering that Xyl phosphorylation 
take place in both CS/DS and HS GAG chains, contrary to Gal sulfation, it 
does not seem to be a general factor for the selection of GAG type biosynthesis 
(Prydz 2015). In this work, we identified several linkage regions with Xyl 
phosphorylation. This was in the agreement with previous findings that the 
GAG chains could elongate in the presence of Xyl-phosphorylation (Gomez 
Toledo et al. 2015; Izumikawa et al. 2015). 

In contrast to Xyl phosphorylation, O-sulfation of Gal residues in the linkage 
regions have so far been detected only in CS/DS chains. Both Gal residues may 
be modified by 6-O-sulfation, while only the outer Gal may be modified by 4-
O-sulfation. Since these modifications have been identified only in CS/DS 
chains and not in HS chains, it may suggest that Gal sulfation serves as a 
regulatory signal to direct the biosynthesis towards CS/DS (Prydz 2015; 
Sugahara and Kitagawa 2002). In agreement with these observations, it has 
been shown that sulfation of Gal residues at C4 or C6 positions influences both 
the activity and the specificity of the CS GalNAcT-1. This enzyme is 
responsible for transferring a GalNAc onto a growing linkage region and 
therefore strictly directing the biosynthesis towards CS/DS chains (Gulberti et 
al. 2012). 

Recently, novel modifications of the CS linkage region including sialylation 
and fucosylation have been reported (Gomez Toledo et al. 2015), although the 
impact of these modifications on GAG biosynthesis is not yet clear. 
Additionally, a non-canonical CS linkage region trisaccharide was recently 
defined as a minor constituent of the bikunin PG, found in human urine 
(Persson et al. 2019), which further illustrates that there may be additional 
variations in the linkage region structures of PGs, at least of CSPGs. 
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1.1.3 Biosynthesis of the CS/DS backbone 

Biosynthesis of the CS/DS GAG chain continues by adding GalNAc and GlcA 
monosaccharides to the common tetrasaccharide linkage region. CSGalNAcT-
1 and CSGalNAcT-2 are the two glycosyltransferases capable of adding the 
first GalNAc to the linkage region (Uyama et al. 2002). These enzymes are 
located in the Golgi apparatus and are involved in both the initiation and 
elongation processes of the CS/DS GAG chain. The CSGalNAcT-1 has been 
shown to have a higher activity towards the tetrasaccharide linkage than 
CSGalNAcT-2. On the other hand, CSGalNAcT-2 has been reported to have a 
higher activity towards specific elongated and sulfated GlcA-GalNAc 
substrates (Sato et al. 2003).  

In addition to CSGalNAcTs, specific polymerizing enzymes are involved in 
the CS/DS chain elongation. These enzymes are classified into two pairs 
according to the similarity of their amino acid sequences. Chondroitin sulfate 
synthase 1 (CSS1) (Kitagawa, Uyama, and Sugahara 2001), also known as 
chondroitin synthase 1 (ChSy1), and chondroitin sulfate synthase 3 (CSS3) 
(Yada, Sato, et al. 2003), also known as chondroitin synthase 2 (ChSy2), 
comprise one pair which exhibit both β3GlcAT and β4GalNAcT activities. The 
other pair of enzymes is comprised of chondroitin sulfate synthase 2 (CSS2), 
also known as chondroitin-polymerizing factor (ChPF) (Yada, Sato, et al. 
2003), and chondroitin sulfate glucuronyltransferase (CSGlcA-T) (Izumikawa 
et al. 2008a), also known as chondroitin polymerizing factor 2 (ChPF-2). 
Similar to CSS1 and CSS3, CSS2 also express both β3GlcAT and β4GalNAcT 
activities, while CSGlcAT has only β3-GlcAT activity toward GalNAc (Yada, 
Gotoh, et al. 2003). The in vitro results suggest that despite CSS1, CSS2 and 
CSS3 are all bifunctional enzymes, the co-expression of any two of them is the 
minimum requirement for the CS polymerizing machinery to work, implying 
that hetero-oligomers of two glycosyltransferases are needed (Izumikawa et al. 
2008b). Furthermore, the length of the CS chain polymerized by different 
combinations of polymerizing enzymes appears to differ; for instance, the 
combination of CSS1 and CSS2 has been shown to produce longer CS chain 
in vivo, in comparison to the combination of CSS3 and CSS2, or CSS3 and 
CSS1. However, out of all these combinations, the CSS1 and CSS2 hetero-
dimer complex has been shown to have the highest in vitro activity and is 
considered as the most important combination for the CS backbone formation. 
Nevertheless, these results are not always applicable to the in vivo conditions, 
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and the exact underlying mechanisms of CS polymerization in vivo remain to 
be clarified (Izumikawa et al. 2008b; Izumikawa et al. 2007). 

Figure 4. Biosynthesis of CS/DS GAGs. The right panel presents a biosynthesis 
pathway, which is suggested by most studies. The left pathway, in boxed and 
translucent, shows the alternative pathways of CS/DS biosynthesis.  

 

1.1.4 Modification of the CS/DS backbone 

Two major modifications occur at the CS/DS GAG backbone; epimerization 
of GlcA to IdoA and O-sulfation (Figure 4). These modifications generate a 
high structural diversity in the GAG chains that seems to be cell- and tissue-
dependent (Kusche-Gullberg and Kjellen 2003). The exact order of the 
different steps of CS/DS backbone modifications is still largely unknown, but 
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it seems that the chain modifications take place parallel to the chain 
polymerization. 

Epimerization of GlcA to IdoA, which is catalyzed by DS-epimerase enzymes 
(DS-epi1 and DS-epi2) (earlier described in the paragraph Glycosaminoglycan 
structures), occurs within the same time frame as the O-sulfation (Malmstrom 
1984). Sulfate groups can be attached to the hydroxyl groups at positions C4 
and C6 of GalNAc and C2, C3 of GlcA/IdoA of the growing CS/DS chain 
(Kusche-Gullberg and Kjellen 2003). Chondroitin 6-O-sulfotransferase 
(C6ST) and 4-O-sulfotransferase (C4ST) modifies the GalNAc residue at C6 
and C4 positions, respectively (Kitagawa et al. 2000; Nolan et al. 1995; 
Yamauchi et al. 2000). Chondroitin 4-O-sulfotransferase has three isomers, 
C4ST-1, C4ST-2 (Hiraoka et al. 2000), and C4ST-3 (Kang et al. 2002) that are 
capable of adding sulfate groups to GalNAc residues adjacent to GlcA or IdoA. 
Addition of 4-O-sulfate groups to the GalNAc residues adjacent to IdoA is 
catalyzed by the enzymatic activity of dermatan 4-O-sulfotransferase (D4ST) 
(Evers et al. 2001). D4ST-1 has been shown to transfer the 4-O-sulfate group 
to the GalNAc residue, when flanked by two IdoA residues, thereby it is 
essential for the formation of iduronic acid blocks in the DS chains (Pacheco, 
Maccarana, and Malmstrom 2009). The 2-O-sulfation of GlcA and IdoA are 
catalyzed by uronyl-2-O-sulfotransferase (CS/DS2ST) (Kobayashi et al. 
1999). The different O-sulfotransferases can also work in combination and 
generate disulfated units of the CS/DS chains. Along with the O-sulfation at 
different CS/DS chain positions, other modifications such as fucosylation 
(Vieira and Mourao 1988; Gomez Toledo et al. 2015) can occur and increase 
the structural complexity of CS/DS chains. Altogether, various modifications 
of the CS/DS GAG chains generate the structural heterogeneity, which is 
linked to the biological functions of these molecules (Sugahara et al. 2003). 

 

1.1.5 Biosynthesis of the HS/heparin backbone 

The HS formation begins with the addition of a GlcNAc residue in α1,4 
position to the GlcA of the common tetrasaccharide linkage region by the 
enzymatic action of exostosin-like 3 (EXTL3). Polymerization of the HS chain 
continues by the action of HS polymerases with dual GlcNAcT-II and GlcAT-
II activities. The two enzymes responsible for polymerization belong to the 
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exostosin (EXT) family and are called EXT1 and EXT2 (Lind et al. 1998; 
Presto et al. 2008). 

 

1.1.6 Modification of the HS/heparin backbone 

Along with the chain elongation, HS chains are subsequently modified through 
several enzymatic steps. Sulfation of GlcNAc residues takes place by the 
action of a family of GlcNAc N-deacetylase/N-sulfotransferase (NDST) 
enzymes, which substitute N-acetyl groups from selected GlcNAc residues 
with N-sulfate groups (Carlsson et al. 2008). HS chains are further modified 
by C5-epimerase enzyme activity which catalyzes the epimerization of GlcA 
into IdoA (Li et al. 2001) and also by 2-O-, 6-O- and 3-O-sulfotransferases 
activities which generate HS O-sulfations of the monosaccharide residues 
along the length of the HS chain (Figure 5) (Sugahara and Kitagawa 2002). 
Since the subsequent HS chain variations are mostly confined to the N-sulfated 
regions, the NDST enzymes (NDST1-4) are considered to play a major role in 
the overall HS structural design (Presto et al. 2008). Structural diversity in HS 
chain length and sulfation pattern generates important variability regarding 
biological functions that can be unique to each HS chain and affect the 
interactions with other molecules, e.g. the heparin-binding proteins. 

Figure 5. Schematic presentation of CS/DS (A) and HS (B) GAGs with a common 
tetrasaccharide linkage region (shaded) attached to a serine residue of the core protein. 
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1.2 Secretory granule biogenesis 
Specialized secretory cells such as endocrine, neuroendocrine, exocrine, and 
some hematopoietic cells are known to form dense-core secretory granules 
(DCGs), which store and release cargo molecules upon stimulation (Kim et al. 
2006). The morphologic term “dense-core granule” refers to the typical 
electron-dense appearance of these vesicles when viewed by transmission 
electron microscopy (TEM). Secretory granules (SGs) are loaded with high 
concentrations of peptide hormones, neuropeptides, processing enzymes, and 
neurotransmitters. Moreover, SGs are harboring the processing of stored 
proteins and maintaining the communication with the extra granular 
environment via regulating the ionic composition of the granule lumen by ion 
channels and ATP-dependent proton pumps (Day and Gorr 2003). SG peptides 
are synthesized as larger precursor proteins by ribosomes at the surface of the 
RER, then transported into the lumen of this organelle by their hydrophobic 
signal peptide, and subsequently trafficked through the Golgi complex to the 
trans-Golgi network (TGN). The precursor proteins, along with other 
regulatory secretory pathway proteins, are packaged into immature SGs. 
Subsequently, propeptides are partially cleaved to active peptide hormones, 
which results in the increasing condensation of SGs and their conversion into 
mature SGs, which are finally secreted in a regulated manner in response to 
certain stimuli (Borgonovo, Ouwendijk, and Solimena 2006). This controlled 
secretion of hormones and neuropeptides constitutes the regulated (stimulus-
inducible) secretory pathway. All cells, including endocrine, exocrine, and 
neuronal cells, also have another secretory pathway called the constitutive 
secretory pathway. In this pathway, continuous secretion is limited by the 
availability of the products, and the SGs release their contents without any 
external stimulation. These two pathways are segregated from each other at the 
TGN, where immature SGs are formed due to the milieu-induced selective 
aggregation of secretory proteins, and constitutive SGs are formed from 
soluble secretory proteins (Tooze 1998) 

 

1.2.1 Protein sorting into the regulated secretory pathway 

The mechanism(s) by which some proteins are sorted into the regulated 
secretory pathway at the TGN have been studied intensively. Based on 
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numerous studies, two distinct and possibly parallel sorting mechanisms have 
been proposed: receptor-mediated (active sorting) and aggregation-mediated 
(passive sorting) (Loh, Snell, and Cool 1997). According to the receptor-
mediated model, the binding of prohormone sorting signal to the corresponding 
sorting receptor in the lumen of the TGN leads the prohormone targeting to the 
regulated secretory pathway. In the aggregation-mediated model, prohormones 
are packaged into SGs upon selective aggregation in the lumen of the TGN 
(Loh, Snell, and Cool 1997). Identification of the sorting signals in the 
sequence of several prohormones, including CgA, CgB, and pro-
opiomelanocortin (POMC), provides evidence to support the active sorting 
model (Chanat et al. 1993; Parmer et al. 1993; Tam, Andreasson, and Loh 
1993). Moreover, identification of the common receptor for sorting signals of 
many prohormones provided evidence for the validity of this model (Zhang, 
Snell, and Loh 1999). This identified sorting receptor is a membrane-bound 
form of carboxypeptidase E (CPE), which acts both as a sorting receptor and a 
processing enzyme within the SGs (Cool et al. 1997; Loh, Snell, and Cool 
1997). However, the passive sorting mechanism, triggered by acidic pH and 
high Ca2+ concentration in the lumen of the TGN, is also confirmed as a valid 
model of prohormones sorting into a regulated secretory pathway (Chanat and 
Huttner 1991; Colomer, Kicska, and Rindler 1996). In terms of the suggested 
models, it seems that both aggregation- and receptor-mediated mechanisms 
work together for sorting (pro)hormones into SGs. According to this, 
(pro)hormones first aggregate in the lumen of the TGN and then these 
aggregated (pro)hormones bind to their sorting receptors at the TGN via their 
sorting signals; and finally accumulate into SGs (Loh, Snell, and Cool 1997). 
Precise packaging of (pro)hormones within SGs is essential since 
(pro)hormones are not only packed but also processed to active peptides inside 
the granules. Thus, any failure in this process would result in the secretion of 
unprocessed or partly processed prohormones, which in turn could cause 
(neuro)endocrine dysfunctions (Cool et al. 1997). 

 

1.2.2 Granins in granule biogenesis 

Several studies have proposed that the granin family of glycoproteins, 
particularly chromogranin-A (CgA) and chromogranin-B (CgB/secretogranin 
1), play key roles in the granule biogenesis due to their pH- and Ca2+-dependent 
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aggregation properties and their ability to interact with other SG components 
(Chanat and Huttner 1991; Colomer, Kicska, and Rindler 1996; Gerdes et al. 
1989; Gorr et al. 1988). The granin family is a group of acidic, soluble 
secretory proteins that have similar structural and biochemical properties and 
constitute the major components in DCGs (Bartolomucci et al. 2011). The 
granin family consists of several genetically distinct proteins, including CgA, 
CgB, chromogranin-C (CgC/secretogranin 2), and other secretogranins (3-7) 
(Helle 2004). From studying the granin family mRNA distribution it has been 
shown that they are expressed in various neuroendocrine tissues with distinctly 
regulated secretory pathways (Taupenot, Harper, and O'Connor 2003). 

The aggregation of CgA and CgB, the two major proteins of neuroendocrine 
SGs, is triggered by a low pH (5.5-6.5) and high Ca2+ (10-15 mM) environment 
in the TGN, and is critical for SG formation, as already discussed (Laguerre, 
Anouar, and Montero-Hadjadje 2020). Aggregation of vesicle matrix proteins 
and chromogranins, particularly CgA and CgB, in the acidic milieu of the TGN 
appears to be a result of pH and Ca2+ -induced conformational changes of these 
proteins (Yoo 1995). In the regulated secretory pathway, aggregation of 
chromogranins produces a physical force that induces the TGN membrane 
budding and finally the formation of DCGs. However, this Ca2+-induced 
aggregation has been suggested to function in a cell-specific manner and is 
neither necessary nor sufficient for sorting to the regulated secretory pathway 
in all cell types (Cowley et al. 2000). 

Moreover, similar to several other intravesicular matrix proteins, 
chromogranins have been shown to interact with SG membrane proteins at 
acidic pH, and at higher concentrations of Ca2+ ions (~10 mM) these pH-
dependent interactions are stabilized. The interactions dissociate upon 
increasing pH to near physiological pH of 7.5 and thus seems to be biologically 
important for CgA targeting to SGs (Chanat and Huttner 1991; Yoo 2010). 
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1.2.3 Chromogranin-A and the biogenesis of secretory 
granules 

In the search for a master molecule responsible for driving the DCG biogenesis, 
Kim. et al proposed that in endocrine cells, CgA act as an “on/off switch” that 
regulates DCG biogenesis and hormone secretion (Kim et al. 2001). In their 
study, downregulation of CgA using antisense RNAs in PC12 neuroendocrine 
cells led to impaired granule formation and prohormone secretion as well as a 
reduction of other SG proteins, such as CgB and CPE, due to an enhanced 
posttranslational degradation. This phenomenon was rescued upon the 
restoration of CgA biosynthesis in CgA-depleted PC12 cells (Kim et al. 2001). 
In the same study, the expression of bovine CgA restored the regulated 
secretory pathway in the 6T3 mouse cell line, which lacks endogenous CgA 
expression and DCGs, thus, supporting the critical role of CgA in DCG 
biogenesis (Kim et al. 2001). Further, data from Chga-/- mice confirmed the 
putative functions of CgA in regulating DCG biogenesis in vivo. In accordance 
with the in vitro findings, the knock-out mice had less granules of smaller size, 
and less amounts of other granule proteins than the wild-type (Chga+/+) mice 
(Mahapatra et al. 2005). In contrast to these findings, Huh et.al reported that 
CgB plays a major and more crucial role in inducing SG formation than CgA, 
both in PC12 cells and in non-neuroendocrine cells (Huh, Jeon, and Yoo 2003). 
To further elucidate the underlying mechanism of DCG biogenesis, gene 
expression profiling was performed on endocrine 6T3 wild-type cells (6T3-
WT) and stably transfected cells over-expressing bovine CgA (6T3-bCgA). The 
comparison of WT and transfected cells revealed that the protease nexin-1 (PN-
1), a serine protease inhibitor located in the Golgi apparatus, was up-regulated 
in the 6T3-bCgA cells. Up-regulation of PN-1 in the Golgi protected granule 
proteins such as CgA, CgB, and CPE from degradation and consequently 
enhanced DCG biogenesis (Kim and Loh 2006). Further investigation on how 
CgA increases PN-1 expression led to the identification of a 2.9-kDa CgA-
derived peptide, serpinin that can induce PN-1 mRNA transcription via 
affecting the translocation of Sp1, a transcription factor that has been shown to 
be able to induce the expression of PN-1 in the nucleus. Serpinin-mediated PN-
1 up-regulation via cAMP, protein kinase A (PKA), and Sp1 signaling pathway 
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indicate a central role for serpinin in DCG biogenesis (Figure 6) (Koshimizu et 
al. 2011). 

Figure 6. Schematic model of CgA-dependent regulated secretory pathway in 
neuro(endocrine) cells. CgA and other granule proteins (GPs) are synthesized in the 
RER, trafficked to the Golgi complex, aggregated and sorted into SGs at cholesterol-
rich membrane microdomains. CgA and other prohormones, are cleaved by proteases 
in the SGs to generate biologically active peptides including serpinin. Upon stimulation 
of cells by secretagogues, SGs are released into the extracellular space. Serpinin binds 
to a cognate receptor and subsequently up-regulates PN-1 transcription in the nucleus. 
PN-1 protein stabilizes and increases the level of GPs at the Golgi complex, which 
finally promotes biogenesis of SGs. The figure was modified from (Salton. SR 
Endocrine Reviews, 2011 Dec; 32(6):755-97). 
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1.2.4 Chromogranin-A as a prohormone 

Chromogranin-A has an 18 amino acid long signal peptide and several paired 
basic amino acids that are potential sites for processing by prohormone 
convertases (Figure 7). Endoproteases (proprotein convertases) PC1/3 (also 
termed PC1 or PC3), PC2 and cathepsin L, may thus cleave CgA at these paired 
basic residues, leaving one or two basic residues at the C-terminal ends of the 
cleaved peptides. Processing of CgA continues with CPE that removes the 
remaining basic amino acids generated after the cleavages by endopeptidases. 
CPE, also known as carboxypeptidase H (CPH), is a proteolytic enzyme 
located in Golgi and DCGs of (neuro)endocrine cells that exists in both soluble 
and membrane-bound forms. Soluble CPE is involved in the processing of 
several prohormones via releasing the C-terminal basic amino acids (Lys 
and/or Arg). Membrane-bound CPE functions as a sorting receptor for 
targeting prohormones to the regulated secretory pathway, as discussed earlier 
(Ji et al. 2017).   

Following the initial proteolytic cleavage of CgA prohormone in the TGN, the 
major processing of CgA takes place within the SGs; however circulating 
enzymes such as plasmin can further process released CgA extracellularly 
(Hutton, Davidson, and Peshavaria 1987). CgA is known as a prohormone 
since upon proteolytic cleavages, it generates several biologically active 
peptides with different functions including vasostatins (I-II), pancreastatin, 
catestatin, WE-14 and serpinin (Figure 6). The degree of CgA processing in 
SGs differs among different tissues, but processing is, in general, less complete 
compared to the other prohormones. Thus, also intact CgA is released after 
granule exocytosis (Eskeland et al. 1996; Koshimizu et al. 2010). 

The N-terminal domain of CgA is well-conserved over several species and 
contains a hydrophobic disulfide bridge between cysteine residues 35 and 56 
(bovine CgA), that has been shown to be a requirement for CgA sorting into 
regulated secretory pathway granules in PC12 neuroendocrine cells but not in 
endocrine GH4C1 cells. Contrarily, the conserved C-terminal domain of CgA 
(90 aa), that seems to be necessary for CgA sorting in GH4C1 cells, is not 
critical for CgA sorting in PC12 cells. These results propose that the highly-
conserved N- and C-terminal domains of CgA protein may act in a cell-type 
specific manner for sorting CgA prohormone into the SGs (Cowley et al. 
2000). Additionally, Hosaka et al. have shown that in PC12 and pituitary AtT-
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20 cells, as well as in pancreatic beta cells, binding of the N-terminal domain 
of CgA to secretogranin 3 (SgIII) is involved in the routing of CgA 
prohormone into the regulated secretory pathway (Han et al. 2008; Hosaka et 
al. 2002). In agreement with the passive aggregation model of sorting 
prohormones, it has been reported that adrenomedullin is co-localized with 
CgA and SgIII inside SGs and co-aggregates with CgA in PC12 cells. Taken 
together, CgA prohormone is sorted into the regulated secretory pathway, 
through binding to the SgIII (functional domain 214-373) as well as 
aggregating upon coupling to adrenomedullin in these cells (Han et al. 2008; 
Sun et al. 2013).  

Figure 7. Schematic presentation of human CgA and some of its bioactive peptide 
fragments. The potential dibasic cleavages sites of CgA are indicated bold. The 
identified GAG attachment site at Ser-424, is indicated with the star symbol for Xyl. 

 

1.2.5 Chromogranin-A and insulin secretion 

Chromogranin-A is co-stored with the insulin prohormone within the SGs of 
islet beta cells (Lukinius et al. 1992). As discussed earlier, CgA undergoes 
proteolytic cleavages within the SGs and generates several biologically active 
peptides/hormones. Upon stimulation by external secretagogues, CgA and CgA 
derived fragments, as well as the other resident hormones of SGs are released. 
Chromogranin-A has been shown to be processed in a cell and tissue-specific 
manner. Thus, the type and the amount of CgA and its derived peptides are 
varying between tissues (Bartolomucci et al. 2011). The first biologically-active 
CgA derived peptide was isolated from the porcine pancreas in 1986 and named 
pancreastatin (PST) (Tatemoto et al. 1986). After the isolation of PST, several 
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independent studies have shown that the PST is indeed a proteolytic product of 
CgA (Huttner and Benedum 1987; Konecki et al. 1987). In the study that was 
performed on endocrine cells from the bovine gut, pancreas and adrenal 
medulla, PST was a major product of CgA processing in bovine pancreas 
(Watkinson et al. 1991). Further investigation on PST function in several in 
vitro studies revealed that PST is involved in glucose homeostasis and functions 
as an anti-insulin peptide (Valicherla et al. 2013). In humans, PST (amino acids 
272-319 of CgA) has been shown to inhibit glucose uptake by 50% in 
hepatocytes and adipocytes, thereby increasing blood glucose concentration 
(O'Connor et al. 2005).  

In addition to PST, WE-14 (amino acids 342-355 of human CgA), a CgA 
derived peptide, has been suggested to function as an antigen, which can 
stimulate the response from highly autoreactive CD4+ cells in a non-obese 
diabetic (NOD) mouse model of type 1 diabetes mellitus (T1DM) (Stadinski 
et al. 2010). The same function has been proposed for WE-14 in humans, since 
the T cells of new-onset diabetic patients could recognize and reacts towards 
the WE-14 as an autoantigen (Gottlieb et al. 2014). Despite the correlation 
between CgA processing products and diabetes pathogenesis, the impact of 
GAG glycosylation on the CgA processing is not clear yet. 

 

1.2.6 HS core proteins and insulin secretion 

Along with the granin family and other secretory proteins, SGs in endocrine 
beta cells selectively store insulin, which is secreted in a regulated manner 
upon appropriate stimulation by glucose or other secretagogues. The immature 
form of insulin, preproinsulin (110 aa), synthesized in RER, is converted to 
proinsulin (86 aa) by removal of the first 24 aa (signal peptide). While 
proinsulin is folded in RER, and before it is sorted into the SGs, three disulfide 
bridges are formed, two inter-chain (A7- B7 and A20-B19) and one intra-chain 
(A6-A11) (Chang et al. 2003; Liu, Weiss, et al. 2018). In the TGN, newly 
synthesized proinsulin is sorted into the immature SGs. Along with the 
acidification of the immature SGs, due to the activation of proton pumps, 
further maturation of proinsulin takes place and mature insulin (A and B 
polypeptide-chains) and C-peptide are formed. A- and B- polypeptide-chains 
of insulin are connected together through di-sulfide bridges (Figure 8). Like 
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many other prohormones, processing of preproinsulin is catalyzed by 
proteolytic enzymes including PC1/3, PC2 and, CPE endo- and exopeptidases. 
PC2 and PC1/3 that are optimally active at pH 5.5, cleave between the A 
polypeptide-chain and C-peptide and B polypeptide-chain and C-peptide, 
respectively. Products of proinsulin cleavage by PC2 and PC1/3 enzymes, 
further trimmed by CPE to yield mature insulin (Figure 8) (Weiss, Steiner, and 
Philipson 2000). 

 

Figure 8. Schematic presentation of preproinsulin to mature insulin processing. 

 

Inside the mature SGs, insulin at a concentration of 100 mM is crystalized 
together with Zn2+ and Ca2+ ions to form the cores of the DCGs (diameter of 
300-350 nm) (Fu, Gilbert, and Liu 2013; Hou, Min, and Pessin 2009; Hutton 
1994). Inside the islets of Langerhans, insulin-producing beta cells (65-90% of 
the total cell number) are randomly surrounded by other components of the 
pancreatic islet including glucagon-producing alpha-cells (15-20%), 
somatostatin-producing delta-cells (3-10%), pancreatic polypeptide-producing 
PP-cells (1%), and ghrelin-producing epsilon cells (Da Silva Xavier 2018). 
Beta cells of pancreas possesses the unique ability to secrete insulin, the only 
hormone that can lower the concentration of blood glucose. Any failure in 
insulin secretion and/or action can result in a cluster of metabolic dysfunctions 
characterized by chronic hyperglycemia known as DM (American Diabetes 
2009).  

Inside the SGs, insulin is packed together with several other proteins. In the 
search for the co-localizing proteins, several proteomics analyses have been 
performed and proposed that immature SGs contain more than 140 different 
proteins. Identified proteins of immature SGs are divided into membrane 
proteins and intravesicular proteins, in which a large proportion of 
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intravesicular proteins comprises insulin and proteins of the granin family 
(Brunner et al. 2007; Li et al. 2018; Stutzer, Esterhazy, and Stoffel 2012). 
Immunostaining of pancreatic islets revealed that HS structures are intensively 
present in these areas. Gene expression profiling of adult mice beta cells showed 
that several members of the EXT family, N-deacetylase/N-sulfotransferases, 
C5-epimerase, and HS sulfotransferases are expressed in these cells, indicating 
that some of the proteins are most likely decorated with HS structures. Further 
investigation has revealed that HS structures play a role in the maturation of 
beta cells and are necessary for normal insulin secretion (Takahashi et al. 2009). 
Takahashi et al. has shown that sulfated HS structures are important for normal 
insulin secretion in the MIN6 insulin-secreting cell line by suppressing the 
expression of 3-O-sulfotransferase isoform 1, Hs3st1. This finding indicates 
that sulfate groups of HS GAGs may interact with intra- and extracellular 
molecules involved in insulin secretion; and indeed Hs3st1 silencing results in 
impaired glucose-induced insulin secretion (GIIS) (Takahashi, Ohashi, and 
Nata 2012). This conclusion is further supported by the fact that HS sulfation 
pattern has been shown to be important for fibroblast growth factor (FGF) 
signaling (Theodoraki et al. 2015; Turnbull et al. 1992). Indeed, FGF binds to 
its receptor, fibroblast growth factor receptor (FGFR), and HS GAGs function 
as a co-receptor for this interaction. The signaling of FGF1 and FGF2 ligands 
through binding to FGFR3c has been shown to be favored in the presence of 
high IdoA and sulfate content of HS GAGs (Sterner et al. 2013). FGFR1 has 
been reported to express in beta cells of adult mouse and be involved in several 
important features of these cells function, including glucose homeostasis, 
insulin content, insulin processing and beta cells survival (Hart et al. 2000). 

In addition to the vital role of HS structures in insulin secretion, it has been 
suggested that HS is involved in beta cells survival by protecting the beta cells 
from oxidative damage which can induce cell death. This line of research also 
proposed that preventing the degradation of HS structures localized in between 
insulin secreting beta cells, can protect these cells from destructive 
autoimmunity and development of autoimmune T1DM (Ziolkowski et al. 
2012). In line with the findings from rodent models, in patients with functional 
mutations in either EXT1 or EXT2 HS polymerases, the insulin secretion 
response to glucose stimulation through the oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT) 
has been reported to be impaired (Moens et al. 2014).  
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In the search for possible HS-carrying core proteins in pancreatic beta cells, 
syndecan-4 (sdc4) has been identified in MIN6 insulin-secreting cells and been 
reported to be involved in maintaining normal insulin secretion in these cells 
(Cheng, Whitelock, and Poole-Warren 2012; Takahashi, Yamada, and Nata 
2018). Despite that the involvement of HS structures in several important 
features of beta cells function has been shown, the HS-associated core proteins, 
except for Sdc4, have not yet been defined. Two independent studies have been 
reported that the mRNA of HS-associated core proteins including glypicans 
and collagen XVIII are expressed in murine islets (Takahashi et al. 2009; 
Zertal-Zidani, Bounacer, and Scharfmann 2007). However, there are no protein 
expression data that could confirm the presence of these core proteins in HS 
positive areas of the pancreatic islets. 

 

1.2.7 Diabetes and insulin secretion 

Diabetes is a major chronic disease characterized by deranged insulin secretion 
in response to elevated blood glucose concentrations. Diabetes has a global 
prevalence of almost 500 million people, which is yearly increasing with 
around 10%, and has an expected prevalence of 700 million people in 2045 
(Saeedi et al. 2019). Diabetes is more common in urban areas and in high 
income countries and is the seventh leading cause of death in the US. Almost 
half of all diabetic patients are unaware of their diagnosis, more so in the low- 
and middle-income countries. Yearly, more than 2 million people die from 
elevated blood glucose concentrations and its complications such as kidney 
failure, heart attacks, stroke, gangrene and limb amputations.  

The deranged insulin secretion is pathognomonic for the two classical types of 
diabetes, usually known T1DM and T2DM, although for completely different 
reasons. For T1DM, which typically starts at younger ages, an autoimmune 
response directed towards the pancreatic beta cells, kills these cells and thus 
selectively eliminates the only source for insulin, physiologically secreted in 
response to elevated blood glucose concentrations. For T2DM, which typically 
affects middle-aged people, there is a general resistance to insulin in peripheral 
tissues which demands an excessive amount of insulin production finally 
exhausting the capacity of the beta cells. Although these are the two major 
types of DM there is actually a panorama of different but often rare subtypes 
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of DM, related to both genetic and environmental factors, as was recently 
reviewed (Flannick, Johansson, and Njolstad 2016; Ilonen, Lempainen, and 
Veijola 2019).  

Although DM can be treated and complications avoided by substitution 
therapy with insulin, with anti-diabetic drugs and with well-designed diets, 
there is no actual cure for the disease. In my work I have aimed to reveal basic 
mechanisms on the function of GAGs and PGs in the biology of SGs, such as 
those in which insulin is processed, aggregated and finally secreted. If my 
findings can have some bearing on the understanding, diagnosis or treatment 
of DM my efforts will have been highly rewarded.   
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2 AIMS 
The general aim of this thesis was to develop advanced glycoproteomics and 
glycomics methods to obtain structural information of PGs and GAGs from 
biological samples and consequently use this information to decipher some of 
the biological functions of GAG glycosylation. The specific aims are:  

 Validate a nano-scale liquid chromatography tandem mass 
spectrometry (nLC-MS/MS) based glycoproteomic approach that 
facilitates identification and characterization of CS/DS and HS PGs in 
biological tissues, organisms and cell cultures (Paper I) 

 Structurally characterize PGs of human, mouse and rat insulin-
secreting cells to investigate their variability or conservation in 
different species and cell lines (Paper II) 

 Develop of a novel LC-MS/MS method for structural analysis of 
linkage regions, internal oligosaccharides and non-reducing ends of 
PG-derived CS/DS GAGs (Paper III)  

 Establish a B4galt7 knock-down cell line for studies of the biological 
roles of GAGs in SG formation and prohormone processing (Paper IV) 
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“If I have seen further it is by standing on the shoulders 
  of giants.” 
  Isaac Newton  

 

3 METHODS 

3.1 Ethical permit 

In Paper I, human de-identified cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) samples were 
collected from individuals undergoing a diagnostic lumbar puncture in the 
clinic but showing no biochemical alterations. The collection and use of these 
samples were done according to Swedish law and ethical permissions. 

In Paper II, we used human pancreatic islets from deceased donors. These 
human cell preparations were provided by Prof. Olle Korsgren (Uppsala 
University, Sweden), under the ethical permission of the Swedish Ethical 
Review Authority, Uppsala University, 2009/371 updated 20170712. General 
laboratory and ethical guidelines were applied while working with the human 
material. 

 

3.2 Cell models 

In this thesis I used several (neuro)endocrine cell lines from different species 
(human, rat and mouse). We intentionally used these cell lines to model the 
GAG glycosylation status of pancreatic beta cells. Using cell lines is generally 
cost-effective, they are easier to handle and to manipulate compared to primary 
cells, and they are also easier to maintain and expand in large quantities. 
Moreover, reproducing the results is more feasible when using cell lines as the 
study model. The major disadvantage of using cell lines is that they may not 
resemble the molecular and functional phenotypes of the primary cells, which 
makes it difficult to translate findings from cell models to whole organisms and 
from other species to humans. In addition, genotypic and phenotypic variations 
may occur over an extended period of time after serial passages of cell lines. 
Altogether, rodent-derived beta cells lines are widely used as a model for 
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investigating beta cell development, differentiation, and function. Below, I am 
discussing all the cell lines that I have used in my work. 

 

3.2.1 Rat INS-1 832/13 insulinoma cell line 

The INS-1 832/13 cell line is a sub-clone of a well-established rat insulinoma 
cell line, INS-1 (Hohmeier et al. 2000). The INS-1 cell line was established by 
Asfari and colleagues in 1992, by diffusion of a radiation-induced rat 
insulinoma into the cell culture medium containing 2-mercaptoethanol (2-ME) 
reducing agent (Asfari et al. 1992). 2-ME maintains the levels of glutathione, 
which is involved in the neutralization of free radicals, and therefore enhances 
the defense against oxidative stress. As a consequence of adding 2-ME to the 
cell culture, the continuous growth of INS-1 and its derivative clones 
(including INS-1 832/13) is dependent on the routine addition of this 
component to the cell culture media. The doubling time of these cells is quite 
long (100 h), which makes them difficult to study. More importantly, their 
insulin secretory response to glucose is low (2- to 4-fold compare to 15-fold in 
freshly isolated primary islets) (Asfari et al. 1992). Since these cells were not 
isolated as a single clone, the cell line consists of a mixture of cells with diverse 
insulin response capacities, which are also not stable over a long-term culture 
period. To bypass these problems, the parental INS-1 cells were stably 
transfected with the plasmid containing human proinsulin gene under the 
control of cytomegalovirus (CMV) promoter, and followed by the selection of 
the most glucose-responsive clone, INS-1 832/13, out of 58 different 
independent colonies (Hohmeier et al. 2000). In contrary to the parental INS-
1 cells, glucose responsiveness (almost 10-fold increase upon increasing the 
glucose concentration from 3 to 15 mM) of INS-1 832/13 cells was sustained 
in long-term culturing (for at least 7.5 months of culture). In contrast to the 
parental INS-1 cells, which are heterogeneous, the INS-1 832/13 cells consist 
of a pure population of insulin-secreting cells, which makes them a good model 
for studying beta cells. The short doubling time of these cells (48 h) makes 
them very efficient to work with. The INS-1 832/13 cells are producing both 
rat (endogenous) and to a lesser extent human (exogenous) insulin, which 
makes it difficult to assess the differentiated state of the cells based only on 
their insulin content (Hohmeier et al. 2000). 
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3.2.2 Mouse MIN6 insulinoma cell line  

MIN6 cells originate from a mouse pancreatic beta cells insulinoma. The 
insulin promoter-simian virus 40 large tumor antigen (SV40-LT) was injected 
into C57BL/6 mice, and the MIN6 cell line was established from the 
insulinoma tumors further developed in transgenic mice (Miyazaki et al. 1990). 
Glucose-stimulated insulin secretion (GSIS) of MIN6 has been shown to be 
similar to the response from isolated pancreatic cells. Gene expression 
profiling of these cells shows that they are primarily insulin secretory cells but 
also able to produce glucagon, somatostatin, and ghrelin (Nakashima et al. 
2009). 

 

3.2.3 Mouse NIT-1 insulinoma cell line 

The NIT-1 cell line was established from non-obese diabetic (NOD/Lt) mice 
in which the beta cells had been transformed by SV40-LT under the control of 
the rat insulin-promoter. These mice developed beta cells adenomas, and from 
the tumors, the NIT-1 insulin-producing insulinoma cells were established. 
NIT-1 cells show features of mouse beta cells and show an insulin response to 
glucose stimulation, and are therefore known as a validated cell model to study 
beta cells (Hamaguchi, Gaskins, and Leiter 1991). 

 

3.2.4 Human SH-SY5Y neuroblastoma cell line 

The human SH-SY5Y neuroblastoma cell line originates from a parental line, 
the SK-N-HS cell line, which was established from a human bone tumor biopsy 
in 1970. SH-SY5Y cells can be differentiated into more neuron-like cells that 
are, expressing neuronal markers. This cell line is widely used to study 
neuronal differentiation, metabolism, and function as well as 
neurodegenerative diseases (Kovalevich and Langford 2013). 
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3.2.5 Human GOT1 neuroendocrine cell line 

The GOT1 cell line was established from a human liver metastasis by Nilsson 
and colleagues in 2001 (Kolby et al. 2001). Primary cell cultures from the liver 
tumor material were prepared and subsequently grafted to nude mice and then 
the tumor regeneration was repeated. After five grafted tumor generations, cell 
cultures were re-established and characterized as having a well-preserved 
phenotype and a long doubling time (≥ 18 days) (Grozinsky-Glasberg, Shimon, 
and Rubinfeld 2012). GOT1 cells express endocrine markers, such as CgA and 
synaptophysin, but also midgut carcinoid markers, e.g., serotonin (5-HT). In 
addition, GOT1 cells respond to changes in Ca2+ levels similar to other 
neuroendocrine cells such as pancreatic islets and PC12 cells (Kolby et al. 
2001). This GOT1 cell line has been used for drug testing and functional 
studies in xenograft mice. Here, we used them as a neuroendocrine cell model 
to characterize their PGs. 

 

3.2.6 Comparison of cell models 

The generation and use of rodent pancreatic beta cells lines have been 
continued over the past 30 years, and a series of insulin-secreting cell lines 
with different characteristics have been established. Although each cell model 
has some limitations, combining different cell models provides a valuable tool 
to study rodent beta cells function in detail. One of the advantages of using 
rodent cell lines is that they offer an unlimited, homogenous, and reproducible 
supply of beta cells.  

Rodent beta cells share many similarities with human beta cells; however, 
these cells are not identical due to several notable differences between them 
(Scharfmann, Rachdi, and Ravassard 2013). For instance, while there is one 
unique insulin coding gene in humans, insulin is coded for by two distinct 
genes in rodents (rat and mice) (Melloul, Marshak, and Cerasi 2002). 
Moreover, in rodents, beta cells are located in the islet centers where they are 
surrounded by alpha (glucagon-producing) and delta (somatostatin-producing) 
cells. In human islets, beta, alpha, and delta cells are dispersed throughout the 
islet (Brissova et al. 2005). There are also other differences between rodent and 
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human islets, such as differences in transcription factors, functionality, and 
susceptibility to beta cells injuries.  

Development of novel tools to freshly isolate, prepare and study human beta 
cells from human islets from deceased donors have shown that the human beta 
cells tend to be more challenging to study than the established rodent cells 
(Kayton et al. 2015). One reason for this is that human materials are prepared 
from donors with various characteristics such as gender, age, body mass index, 
co-morbidity and cause of death (Scharfmann, Staels, and Albagli 2019). Thus, 
to circumvent the limited availability and practicality of human primary beta 
cells for research purposes, a stable and immortal human beta cells line with 
comparable physiological characteristics to primary beta cells has been 
needed. In that regard, a lot of efforts have been ongoing to generate a reliable 
human beta cell line that reflects our understanding of human islet cell biology 
and pathology. 

 

3.2.7 Human insulin-secreting cell lines 

The first human-derived immortalized beta cells line, BetaLox-5, was 
established from human adult beta cells in 1999 and turned out to express low 
levels of insulin, which was also unstable and lost with increasing the number 
of passages (de la Tour et al. 2001). Scientists in the field took advantage of 
the experience from the establishment of functional rodent cell lines and 
applied this knowledge to generate a functional human beta cells line. In 2011, 
a new human beta cells line, EndoC-βH1, generated by Ravassard and 
colleagues, opened up a possibility to study human beta cells biology in vitro 
(Ravassard et al. 2011). To generate this cell line, fetal pancreatic buds were 
transduced with the SV40LT-lentiviral vector under the control of rat insulin 
promoter. The resulting tissue, was grafted into severe combined immune-
deficient (SCID) mice where it was allowed to develop into insulinoma cells. 
The insulinoma cells were then removed and transduced with a second 
lentivirus expressing human telomerase reverse transcriptase (hTERT) and 
grafted into other SCID mice. The resulting cells were expanded in culture as 
insulin-secreting cells with the ability to maintain insulin expression over more 
than 80 passages (Ravassard et al. 2011). EndoC-βH1 cells have since then 
been shown to be able to secret insulin in response to the glucose stimuli and 
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also express very low levels of other islet cell types than beta cells. In 
conclusion, EndoC-βH1 cell have been proven as an alternative to rodent beta 
cell lines since the physiological characteristics are closer to human primary 
beta cells than to any other beta cell of rodent origin (Gurgul-Convey, 
Kaminski, and Lenzen 2015). However, the EndoC-βH1 cells have some 
limitations such as slow growth (doubling time is 7 days), a requirement of 
expertise for propagation and handling, and is not suitable for cell therapy due 
to their tumoral properties (Scharfmann, Staels, and Albagli 2019).  

More recently human pancreatic organoids have evolved as models to study 
human beta cell functionality in vitro. These organoids are developed in a 
three-dimensional culture, which allows the pancreatic beta cells to mature and 
differentiate in an environment close to their inherent cellular environment 
(Georgakopoulos et al. 2020; Grapin-Botton 2016; Loomans et al. 2018). 

 

3.2.8 Limitations of rodents and human beta cell lines 

Rodent and human islet cell lines provide valuable tools to study the beta cell 
physiology in the context of diabetes research. However, it is important to 
remember that these cells, both human and rodent beta cells, are not equal to 
primary islet cells and that there are several points that one need to consider 
when working with beta cell lines. First, even under the best of conditions, the 
insulin expression in beta cells is much less than in normal primary beta cells, 
especially in human beta cell line, EndoC-βH1, the insulin gene expression is 
10–20 times lower than in primary human beta cells (Scharfmann, Rachdi, and 
Ravassard 2013). Second, beta cells may lose their beta cell characteristics 
over a period of continuous growth in culture. Thus, it is important to closely 
monitor the cells and be careful that other islet cell types do not appear in the 
culture (Weir and Bonner-Weir 2011). Third, the unlimited growth of many 
engineered beta cells is linked with their tumor origin and therefore they may 
acquire changes in chromosomal content, protein expression, metabolism as 
well as genetic mutations (Skelin, Rupnik, and Cencic 2010). Additionally, the 
cell cultures are isolated from the influences of other organ systems, such as 
the liver and the GI-tract, the musculoskeletal and adipose tissues as well as 
the immune system, which is important for understanding the pathogenesis of 
various diabetic subtypes.  
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also express very low levels of other islet cell types than beta cells. In 
conclusion, EndoC-βH1 cell have been proven as an alternative to rodent beta 
cell lines since the physiological characteristics are closer to human primary 
beta cells than to any other beta cell of rodent origin (Gurgul-Convey, 
Kaminski, and Lenzen 2015). However, the EndoC-βH1 cells have some 
limitations such as slow growth (doubling time is 7 days), a requirement of 
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3.3 CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing  

Different genome editing technologies (GETs), such as zinc finger nucleases 
(ZFN) and transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALEN), have 
provided valuable tools for researchers to manipulate genomic sequences (Gaj 
et al. 2016). The same concept of using “sequence-specific DNA-binding 
domains” that is coupled to a “DNA cleavage nucleases” is behind all these 
site-specific genome targeting technologies (Gaj, Gersbach, and Barbas 2013). 
All these technologies have enabled researchers to manipulate the targeted 
sequence by adding, removing and/or replacing the genetic material at specific 
locations within the genome. However, most of these earlier GETs are costly, 
time-consuming and more importantly difficult to reproduce. The genome 
editing revolution really started when researchers introduced the Clustered 
Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats (CRISPR)-associated 
protein 9 (Cas9) system to target and edit double-strand DNA (Figure 9) 
(Doudna and Charpentier 2014; Zhang et al. 2017).  

The CRISPR system is part of the adaptive immune system in bacteria and 
archaea that enables them to resist repeated viral and bacterial infections. 
These repetitive DNA sequences or CRISPRs, consisting of 30-40 bp, are 
separated by sections of DNA called “spacer DNA sequences” that exactly 
match the viral DNA sequences that the bacteria has already encountered. 
Upon viral infection, bacteria transcribe these DNA sequences to RNA and this 
RNA, guides a nuclease, a protein that cleaves DNA, to the viral DNA to cut 
it apart and disable the virus propagation, which thus finally provides 
protection against the virus.  

Researchers demonstrated that RNAs could be designed to bind to specific 
DNA sequences, guide a programmable endonuclease Cas9 to the site and 
subsequently induce DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) on the target DNA 
sequences in a site-specific manner (Figure 9). Once the double-strand DNA 
is cut, the host cell repair machinery is used to repair the genome at the site of 
Cas9-generated DSB (Barrangou and Doudna 2016). Two distinct mechanisms 
could be involved in the DSB repair in both prokaryotic and eukaryotic 
organisms: homology-directed repair (HDR) or non-homologous end-joining 
(NHEJ) (Barrangou and Doudna 2016). HDR uses a double-stranded DNA 
donor template that has homology with DNA sequences around the break 
which needs to be repaired. Although this method is very accurate when 
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repairing the DNA break it has extremely low efficiency. Quick-fix NHEJ 
utilizes no or limited homology, is susceptible to errors and frequently results 
in small insertions and deletions (indels) in the genome. NHEJ is often the 
pathway of choice to create targeted mutations when utilizing CRISPR/Cas9 
system because of its efficiency and flexibility compared to the HDR process 
(Liu, Rehman, et al. 2018).Testing of this technique lead to a revolution in the 
genome editing field and revealed that this system can work in almost all types 
of cells, including human cells.  
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repairing the DNA break it has extremely low efficiency. Quick-fix NHEJ 
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Figure 9. CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing method. Single guide RNA (sgRNA) loaded 
into the Cas9 endonuclease and subsequently binds to the targeted DNA sequence in 
close proximity to protospacer adjacent motif (PAM). Upon conformational change of 
the Cas9 enzyme, which leads to its activation, a DSB takes place in a DNA sequence 
three nucleotides upstream of the PAM motif. The host cell repairs the DNA break by 
either NHEJ or HDR endogenous repair machineries. In HDR, an external DNA donor 
is provided that works as a template for precise repair of the DNA break. 

 

3.3.1 Limitations of CRISPR/Cas9 system 

CRISPR/Cas9 system is an extremely powerful tool to target and edit genomic 
DNA because of its precision, accuracy and speed compared to the other 
existing genome editing methods. However, it may yet have important 
limitations that one needs to consider. First, the delivery of CRISPR/Cas9 
material to mature cells is challenging and one needs to test different delivery 
systems to overcome this problem. However, viral vectors seems to be the most 
commonly used CRISPR/Cas9 delivery method. Second, CRISPR/Cas9 
system in not 100% efficient, which means that even the cells that take up 
CRISPR/Cas9 may not have genome editing activity. Third, the CRISPR/Cas9 
system is not 100% accurate, which means that uncontrollable “off-target” 
mutations, may happen and lead to adverse consequences to the target cell or 
organism (Hsu, Lander, and Zhang 2014; Manghwar et al. 2019). 
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3.4 Enrichment of proteoglycan and glycosaminoglycan 
derivatives 

The first step in the characterization of PGs and their attached GAG chains, is 
to extract them from their native biological sources. There are many different 
protocols published, depending on what sources and what PGs you are 
interested in to study (Whitelock and Iozzo 2002; Woods and Couchman 
2018). The GAG extraction methods from diverse sources should be 
appropriate for eliminating and/or decreasing contaminants that may produce 
noise background in mass spectrometric analysis (Staples and Zaia 2011). In 
this thesis, the focus has been directed towards biological fluids and cell media 
and the soluble PGs identified in those. 

The enrichment of PGs with intact GAG chains is facilitated by their highly 
negatively charged nature due to the presence of carboxylic acid-containing 
sugars and/or sulfate groups (Prydz 2015). The negative charges of GAG 
chains thus allow for their separation from neutral or positively charged 
molecules by anion-exchange chromatography. In this technique, positively 
charged functional groups, which are covalently bound to a solid matrix in the 
chromatography column, are binding to the negatively charged target 
molecules. Initially, the molecules that are not or weakly bound to the 
stationary phase are washed away and then the molecules that are more 
strongly bound to the stationary phase are eluted by increasing the pH and the 
salt concentrations of the buffer, which enables either a gradient elution or an 
“en-bloc” elution. 

Chromatography columns are filled with either strong or weak functional 
groups that reflect the ability of the exchange matrix to maintain its charge 
with changes in pH conditions. Strong exchangers that are used in strong-anion 
exchange chromatography (SAX), have functional groups that remain ionized 
regardless of the buffer pH and a wide range of pH buffers (pH 0-14) can be 
used. Quaternary (Q) ammonium cation resins are the most common functional 
group that are used in SAX methods. Weak ion exchangers that are used in 
weak-anion exchange chromatography (WAX), can be neutralized by 
changing the pH and deliver optimal performance only over a small pH range 
(pH 5-9). Diethylaminoethyl (DEAE), is one of the weak anion exchangers.  
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Anion-exchange chromatography allows for enrichment of PGs and GAGs 
from different sources and. However, in this method, the molecules are 
separated based on their charge only, thus, other molecules with negative 
charge will be enriched together with the PGs and GAGs. This is the case for 
acidic proteins and peptides as well as for the negatively charged nucleic acids. 

 

3.4.1 Protease digestion 

In order to increase PGs sequence coverage in the down-stream LC-MS/MS 
analyses, the core proteins need to be proteolytically digested with one single 
protease or with a combination of proteases. Different proteases are able to 
hydrolyze the peptide bonds of core proteins at different sites depending on the 
specificity of the proteases, thus giving rise to a mixture of naked peptides and 
glycopeptides that carry glycan modifications, e.g. the GAG chain(s). Trypsin 
is the most-frequently used protease for MS-based (glyco)proteomics sample 
preparation, mostly due to its high specificity, efficiency and availability 
(Giansanti et al. 2016). Trypsin cleaves peptide bonds at the C-terminal side of 
Arg and Lys residues, giving rise to the mixture of positively charged peptides 
with different lengths (Olsen, Ong, and Mann 2004). To promote the 
proteolytic digestion of proteins, a reducing agent such as dithiothreitol (DTT) 
or 2-ME is commonly applied to break the disulfide bridges followed by 
alkylation with iodoacetamide (IAA) to prevent the re-formation (Shajahan et 
al. 2017). 

One drawback of using trypsin as a single protease is that a high percentage of 
tryptic peptides are too short (56% ≤ 6 residues) and some too long to become 
unambiguously identified by MS. This means that the protein sequence 
coverage becomes limited and different protein isoforms cannot be clearly 
distinguished (Tsiatsiani and Heck 2015). Digesting the same proteome with 
multiple proteases can overcome these restrictions and lead to an increased 
number of identified peptides and proteins, as well as the identification of new 
PTM sites (Choudhary et al. 2003; Dau, Bartolomucci, and Rappsilber 2020; 
Giansanti et al. 2016; Swaney, Wenger, and Coon 2010). Besides trypsin, other 
serine proteases such as lysyl endopeptidase (Lys-C), chymotrypsin, glutamyl 
peptidase I (Glu-C) and pepsin are the proteases most often used to obtain non‐
tryptic data sets giving complementary information (Tsiatsiani and Heck 
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2015). In Paper II, in addition to the sole use of trypsin we also used 
chymotrypsin and a combination of both enzymes. Chymotrypsin preferably 
cleaves amino acid sequences at the aromatic residues; tyrosine, phenylalanine 
and tryptophan and to a lesser extent at leucine and methionine.  

In addition, and particularly in cases where glycoproteins are known to 
undergo substantial protease digestion by the action of endogenous proteases, 
LC-MS/MS experiments may be conducted without the usage of any proteases. 
In this way, native protease cleavage sites of CgA peptides and glycopeptides 
were investigated (Paper II). Experiments were conducted both with and 
without the use of trypsin to provide complementary coverage of the 
sequences. 

Trypsin digestion of glycoproteins results in the generation of both 
glycosylated peptides as well as non-glycosylated peptides that may suppress 
the glycosylated peptides signals. In addition, the tryptic-generated 
glycosylated peptides are sometimes too long for MS analysis, since glycan 
modifications per se may interfere with the protease ability of trypsin to 
hydrolyze adjacent peptides bonds. Another approach to hydrolyze the 
(glyco)proteins is then to use an unspecific proteolytic enzyme such as 
pronase. Pronase is a mixture of several unspecific endo- and exoproteases that 
are able to completely hydrolyze the proteins and leave glycopeptides with a 
very short peptide portion. The benefits of using pronase digestion include 
reduced sample complexity due to substantial protein digestion and thus 
facilitated data interpretation of the glycan part. On the other hand, the core 
protein identification of glycopeptides becomes limited since the generated 
peptide parts of the glycopeptides are relatively short (Dodds et al. 2009). In 
Paper III, we used pronase to more or less completely digest the PG core 
proteins, to facilitate the simultaneous analysis of the released GAG conjugates 
and the short glycopeptides using negative mode LC-MS/MS. 

 

3.4.2 Oligonucleotide digestion 

In Paper III, we used benzonase, a commercially available endonuclease, to 
eliminate both DNA and RNA (single and double stranded) from sample and 
also to improve the GAG depolymerization with chondroitinase ABC 
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(ChABC) (Further described in Depolymerization of glycosaminoglycans). 
Low specificity activity of benzonase, results in the degradation of all types of 
nucleic acids without any base preference. This enzyme has no proteolytic 
activity and is commonly used in different studies to eliminate nucleic acids 
contamination (Ledin et al. 2004; Shao et al. 2013). 

 

3.4.3 Depolymerization of glycosaminoglycans  

Characterization of GAG chains is challenging due to their heterogeneous 
nature and large size. To release the GAG chains from their core proteins, 
alkaline β-elimination can be performed leading to the liberation of the GAG 
chains and formation of a xylitol (Xyt) reducing end (Ly, Laremore, and 
Linhardt 2010). Following release, the GAG chains can be further enriched by 
anion-exchange chromatography. Partial enzymatic depolymerization of GAG 
chains, is a way to reduce their sizes and make the analysis of their structures 
more feasible. Specific bacterial enzymes that degrade the GAG chains at 
expected sequences are commonly used for GAG structural analysis. 
Depolymerization of GAG chains with such enzymes results in the creation of 
oligosaccharides of different lengths depending on the GAG structure and the 
specificities of the enzymes used. There are several chondroitinases and 
heparinases that cleave CS/DS and HS GAGs into different lengths. These 
enzymes are lyases, which means that they catalyze the cleavage of GAG 
chains via elimination reactions. For dissecting the CS/DS structures different 
chondroitinases are available; ChABC is the most commonly used enzyme to 
digest CS/DS structures at both GlcA and IdoA residues, chondroitinase AC 
(ChAC-I and ChAC-II) digests CS/DS structures at GlcA and chondroitinase 
B (ChB) digests CS/DS structures at IdoA residues (Figure 10) (Linhardt et al. 
2006). ChABC cleaves the β1,4-linkage between GalNAc and GlcA/IdoA 
residues and  generates 4,5-unsaturated hexuronic acids (HexA) at the non-
reducing ends of disaccharides and hexasaccharide linkage region products. 
GlcA and IdoA residues are not distinguishable after degradation with ChABC 
(Ernst et al. 1995). The combined use of ChAC-I (endolyase) and ChAC-II 
(exolyase) results in the generation of products with different lengths (Linhardt 
et al. 2006). When there is no IdoA presents, degradation with ChAC generates 
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disaccharides and if there are IdoA-containing domains (CS/DS chain), 
oligosaccharides are generated (Zhao et al. 2013). 

Figure 10. Depolymerization of GAG chains using bacterial lyases ChABC (A), 
ChAC and ChB (B) indicating their substrate specificities along the CS/DS chains. 

 

A recent study comparing the different chondroitinases (ChABC, ChAC and 
ChB) from different vendors, showed that there were variations in enzymatic 
activities, substrate specificities and thus in the GAG product profiles when 
using different enzymes (Toledo et al. 2020). This underscores the importance 
of exploring the enzyme specificities and activities by using GAG standards 
and biological controls (Toledo et al. 2020). 

To elucidate the heparin and heparan sulfate structures various microbial 
heparinases with known substrate specificity are available. Heparinase I 
cleaves the glycosidic bond between GlcNS±6S and 2-O-sulfated IdoA 
residues within the highly sulfated sequences (NS domains) of HS and H. 
Heparinase II has a broader specificity than heparinase I and is able to degrade 
highly sulfated (NS), unmodified N-acetylated (NA) and NA/NS domains. 
Heparinase III, acts in non-sulfated NA and NA/NS domains of HS and heparin 
(Desai, Wang, and Linhardt 1993; Dong et al. 2012).   

In this thesis we used bacterial lyases for depolymerization of CS/DS and HS 
GAG chains. ChABC was used in Paper I and IV, ChABC and heparinases 
(II/III) in Paper II and in Paper III we used ChABC, ChAC (-I and –II) and 
ChB.  
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disaccharides and if there are IdoA-containing domains (CS/DS chain), 
oligosaccharides are generated (Zhao et al. 2013). 

Figure 10. Depolymerization of GAG chains using bacterial lyases ChABC (A), 
ChAC and ChB (B) indicating their substrate specificities along the CS/DS chains. 
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3.5 Measuring glycosaminoglycan quantities 
Several GAG quantification methods have been developed to measure both 
intact GAGs and disaccharides generated after GAGs depolymerization 
(Kubaski et al. 2017). Dye-based spectrophotometric methods such as alcian 
blue (Bjornsson 1998) and 1,9-dimethyl-methylene blue (DMMB) (Farndale, 
Sayers, and Barrett 1982), have been used to measure total GAG quantities 
from different biological samples. More specific and sensitive methods such 
as enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) assays for detecting GAGs 
in blood and urine samples and HPLC to detect each specific GAG has been 
developed. The drawback of such methods is that they are in general time and 
money consuming (Kubaski et al. 2017). Tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) 
analysis of GAG-derived disaccharides is a very sensitive and specific method 
that has been developed and applied for different biological samples, which 
will be further described in a specific paragraph. 

The DMMB method was used to provide an approximate estimation of the 
GAG concentration in Papers II, III and IV. DMMB is a positively charged 
dye that binds to negatively charged molecules including sulfated GAGs, 
which results in an absorbance shift. The shift in absorbance is in the visible 
spectrum and thus matches a shift in color, from 595 nm for blue color to 510-
530 nm for purple color, which is measured by spectrophotometry. These 
methods have been modified by different research groups and is one of the 
most commonly used methods to quantify GAGs. In general, the DMMB 
method is fast and simple but has some limitations. The DMMB dye can bind 
also to other negatively charged molecules than GAGs, such as DNA and 
acidic proteins that are present in the sample. Moreover, other factors like the 
purity of the dye itself and the instability of DMMB-GAG complex, may affect 
the test results (Kubaski et al. 2017). As mentioned above, in our work, the 
DMMB method was used mainly to appreciate of the amounts of GAGs in 
various preparations, especially during the optimization of our GAG 
purification methodology used in Paper III. 
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3.6 Liquid chromatography tandem mass 
spectrometry 

Mass spectrometry has provided a powerful analytical tool for the 
identification and quantification of a diverse set of molecules by converting 
them to the ionized forms followed by the separation, fragmentation and 
detection of gas-phase ions by their mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) (Pitt 2009). 
Upon introducing the sample into the MS ion source, multiple gas-phase ions 
are generated from the same sample and then separated based on their m/z 
values and finally the relative abundance of each ion is measured with the 
detection system (Ho et al. 2003). Several different technologies have been 
developed for ionization, and analyzing the gas-phase ions resulting in the 
generation of different mass spectrometry instruments. However, all MS 
instruments are composed of three major parts: an ion source, mass analyzer, 
and detector system (Han, Aslanian, and Yates 2008).  

Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) and electrospray 
ionization (ESI) are two advanced soft ionization methods (without or with low 
level of fragmentation of the primary analyte) (Figure 11). In the MALDI 
technique, samples are co-crystallized with a matrix, and the ions, mostly 
singly charged, are generated from large and small biomolecules by irradiating 
a matrix with a pulsed laser (Zabet-Moghaddam et al. 2004). In recent years, 
ESI based LC-MS/MS has become the dominating technique used in 
proteomics and glycoproteomics. In the ESI method, liquid samples containing 
the analytes are pumped through a capillary and sprayed into the ionization 
chamber. A high voltage (generally 2-5 kV) is applied to the capillary tip and 
produces charged droplets via solvent evaporation. These charged droplets are 
further evaporated and dispersed into often highly charged ions (Banerjee and 
Mazumdar 2012; Pitt 2009). In this ionization method, there is very little in-
source fragmentation; thus the analyte ions remain intact. Samples may be run 
in either positive (protonation of the analyte) or negative (deprotonation of the 
analyte) ion modes. In positive mode, positively charged ions are formed by 
protonation at low pH; and for negative mode, molecules are deprotonated at 
a pH higher than the isoelectric point of the analytes. The amount of gas-phase 
ions that are generated from a specific analyte, the ionization efficiency, is 
different when different ionization modes (positive or negative mode) are used. 
In addition to the ionization mode, the composition of the solvents affects the 
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ionization efficiency, and thus the sensitivity and detection limit of the ESI 
method (Liigand et al. 2017). The ESI method is now widely used for the 
identification of polar molecules such as (glyco)proteins and (glyco)peptides. 
The ESI ion source is often coupled to a reversed-phase LC system employed 
to fractionate the analytes prior to the MS analysis, and to improve the 
sensitivity of the ESI step through the pre-concentration and desalting of the 
sample (Gundry et al. 2009). The highly charged ions that are generated in the 
ionization chamber are accelerated into the mass analyzer where they are 
filtered according to their m/z values in electric and/or magnetic fields. These 
primary ions (precursor ions) are typically also fragmented in parallel or 
sequentially prior to the mass analysis, which is referred as a tandem mass 
spectrometry (MS/MS or MSn indicating that that the fragmentation can be 
repeated several (n) times) (Banerjee and Mazumdar 2012).  

Figure 11. Principles for the most commonly used soft ionization methods MALDI 
(A) and ESI (B). 

 

Different mass analyzers are available for the mass measurements and filtering 
of ions include time-of-flight (TOF), the quadrupole (Q), and the ion trap (IT). 
The TOF analyzer basically measures the time that it takes for a specific ion to 
travel a particular distance with a specific kinetic energy. The quadrupole 
analyzer is composed of four cylindrical metal rods located in parallel to each 
other, and ionized ions are selectively transmitted through the electrodynamic 
field between these four rods. The ion trap analyzer is a three-dimensional 
quadrupole which can both measure and filter ions for further fragmentation 
events (Banerjee and Mazumdar 2012). 

The Orbitrap, from Thermo Scientific, is a unique pulsed ion trap mass 
analyzer with central spindle-like electrodes and outer barrel-like electrodes, 
which has a very high accuracy and resolving power, which makes it a common 
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choice for analysis of very complex samples (Perry, Cooks, and Noll 2008). In 
particular, Orbitrap instruments are assembled into “hybrid” instruments 
where two or more types of analyzers are combined in order to obtain the best 
feature of each analyzer and improve the performance and resolution of the 
MS/MS analysis (Glish and Burinsky 2008). The final part of the MS 
instrument is a detector, which converts the current of ions into electric signals 
and further into intensity values to be displayed as the mass spectrum (Banerjee 
and Mazumdar 2012).  

In this thesis work, LC-MS/MS based (glyco)proteomics and glycomics has 
been implemented for the analysis of PG-derived glycopeptides, glycans and 
peptides. In Papers I, II and IV glycoproteomics samples were run on an 
Orbitrap Fusion Tribrid mass spectrometer coupled to an Easy-nLC system. 
The Orbitrap Fusion Tribrid mass spectrometer is a tri-hybrid instrument that 
has a combination of quadrupole, linear ion trap and Orbitrap mass analyzers. 
The combination of mass analyzers, high mass accuracy and speed offers a 
possibility to identify low-abundance and complex glycoconjugates. 
Nanospray ionization, which is a developed downscaled ESI, has been 
commonly used as an ion source, which requires very low amounts of sample 
(in concentration as well as in volume) compared to the standard ESI process 
(Banerjee and Mazumdar 2012). In Paper III, glycomics analysis of samples 
was performed on a linear ion-trap quadrupole (LTQ) Orbitrap Elite mass 
spectrometer in the negative ESI mode. This instrument is a linear ion trap 
Orbitrap hybrid mass spectrometer with a high resolving power that has been 
used in both bottom-up and top-down experiments (Michalski et al. 2012).  

Using MS instruments equipped with an Orbitrap analyzer for both 
glycoproteomics and glycomics approaches allowed us to use higher-energy 
collisional dissociation (HCD) for the MS/MS fragmentation of the sample 
molecules. The combination of the quadrupole mass filter, the HCD collision 
cell and the Orbitrap mass analyzer result in a high-resolution fragmentation 
technique that is suitable for the analysis of protein modifications, including 
GAG glycosylation (Yu et al. 2018). HCD also benefits from the possibility to 
produce MS/MS spectra at the full m/z 100-2000 region enabling the 
simultaneous detection of diagnostic oxonium ions in the low mass region and 
glycopeptide fragments at the higher m/z values. Moreover, HCD 
fragmentation is well suited for selective fragmentation of the glycan and 
peptide cores using different levels of energy specified as normalized collision 
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energies (NCEs). When applying stepped collision energy HCD, or the 
alternate use of both low and high NCEs on the same precursor, for the analysis 
of glycopeptides, the higher HCD energies are employed for peptide 
fragmentation and the lower HCD energies for glycan fragmentations (Cao et 
al. 2014; Gomez Toledo et al. 2015; Jedrychowski et al. 2011; Riley et al. 2020; 
Yang, Yang, and Sun 2018). HCD was the default dissociation technique 
applied in all Papers (I-IV). 

 

3.7 Proteomics 

Proteomics is the science of studying the “proteome”, the complete set of 
proteins that are expressed under a particular condition from a cell, tissue or 
organism. Several different modifying agents such as apoptosis, differentiation 
and different pathological conditions can affect the proteome. The final goal 
of proteomics is to correlate the identified proteins (including protein isoforms 
and splice variants), their PTMs, biological functions and interactions with and 
without the presence of the modifying agents in a certain cell at a given time 
(Altelaar, Munoz, and Heck 2013). The development of new MS instrument 
technologies with higher resolution and the lower detection limit, has 
significantly affected the proteomics field. However the proteomics analyses 
are still challenging due to the considerable heterogeneity and complexity of 
proteins/peptides in biological samples and the low abundance of some 
proteins in such samples (Gulcicek et al. 2005). 

Mass spectrometry is the method of choice to identify intact proteins or a 
mixture of peptides from different biological sources (Aebersold and Goodlett 
2001; Aebersold and Mann 2003; Bantscheff et al. 2007). Two types of 
approaches are commonly applied for proteomics analysis; “bottom-up” and 
“top-down” approaches. In bottom-up approach, MS-MS techniques are used 
to identify peptides (0.7 < Mw < 3 kDa) that are obtained from enzymatic or 
chemical digestion of intact proteins. In contrast, in top-down approach, intact 
small proteins (10 < Mw < 30 kDa) are directly analyzed by MS or MS/MS 
techniques. More recently, a “middle-down” approach has been introduced to 
identify large peptides by combining the benefits of both top-down and 
bottom-up approaches (Wu et al. 2012). In this method, generated peptides 
after enzymatic digestion are larger (≥ 3 kDa) and fewer in numbers compared 
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to the bottom-up method, which increases the proteome coverage (Cristobal et 
al. 2017). 

 

3.8 Glycoproteomics 

A glycoproteomics approach combines the “proteomics” knowledge of core 
proteins with the “glycomics” knowledge of the attached glycan(s). Such 
approaches resolve the structural identities and sometimes the relative 
quantities of the glycan structures that are bound to specific amino acid 
residues, the glycosites, of any particular glycoprotein appearing under 
particular conditions of time, location, and environment (Rudd et al. 2015). 
The total composition of different glycans that are expressed within a particular 
cell at a certain time is often called the “glycome” or when linked to proteins 
the “glycoproteome”. In analogy with this nomenclature the global analysis of 
PGs at any given location and time has been named “proteoglycomics”(Ly, 
Laremore, and Linhardt 2010). In humans, over 214 distinct genes are 
encoding the glycosyltransferases that are involved in 15 different 
glycosylation pathways known for human cells. In addition to 
glycosyltransferases, other enzymes such as sulfotransferases, epimerases and 
transporters are involved in the biosynthesis contributing to the structural 
diversity of glycans, thus increasing the complexity of the glycome (Joshi et 
al. 2018; Mizumoto, Yamada, and Sugahara 2014). The necessity of exploring 
the glycome, as well as single glycans and glycoproteins, has become even 
more evident when a vast number of studies have shown that the glycan 
repertoire change during both physiological and pathological processes (Rudd 
et al. 2015). 

The complexity of the glycoproteome has made it impossible to use a single 
technique for the identification and quantification of all glycoproteins. Thus, 
to make it an easier task, several approaches may be applied in parallel (Rudd 
et al. 2015). One approach is to release the glycans from proteins and then 
analyze the proteins and the released glycans separately, preferentially using 
different LC-MS/MS analyses. Although this approach provides information 
on any glycan structure, the identity of the core proteins and also the 
attachment site of each glycan cannot be obtained from such an approach. 
Information on the exact attachment site of glycans to selected core proteins is 
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important to further understand and explore the glycan-mediated functions of 
glycoproteins (Varki 2017). Thus, to obtain a more comprehensive picture of 
the glycan structure, assign the glycosite, and to identify the corresponding 
glycoprotein, the glycosidic link between the glycan and the protein must be 
preserved. Different ionization patterns of GAGs and core proteins, as well as 
GAGs size heterogeneity and complexity has been considered as major 
obstacles for the analysis of PGs for a long time (Ly, Laremore, and Linhardt 
2010). However, many different approaches have been developed and 
customized according to the nature of the biological samples, the composition 
of the glycans and the information required. These MS-based methods have 
been developed to identify glycoproteins, quantify and characterize glycans at 
their specific glycosite as well as determine the level of the glycosite 
occupancy in a single analysis (Chi et al. 2008; Gomez Toledo et al. 2015; 
Olson et al. 2006; Zaia 2010). The development of such methods is not only of 
value for the characterization of PGs but has also been implemented for the 
analysis of N- and O-linked glycans of other glycoproteins (Halim et al. 2013; 
Li et al. 2019; Nilsson et al. 2009; Thaysen-Andersen and Packer 2014; 
Thaysen-Andersen, Packer, and Schulz 2016; Zhang et al. 2003). Such 
information is needed to build a structural platform for further unravelling the 
biological importance of glycans and relate the structure of glycans to their 
functions.  

Glycoproteomics analysis utilizes the bottom-up and top-down approaches, 
similar to those that are used for proteomics analysis (earlier described in the 
paragraph Proteomics). In the bottom-up approach, glycoproteins are digested 
and generated glycopeptides are characterized by LC-MS/MS, whereas in the 
top-down glycoproteomics approaches, intact glycoproteins are subjected to 
further analysis by LC-MS/MS (Yu et al. 2018). There are presently several 
levels of limitation in glycoproteomics analysis, including the need for manual 
interpretation and verification of data due to the lack of profound 
bioinformatics tools suitable to efficiently handle the vast amount of data 
obtained from the high-throughput LC-MS/MS analyses (Further described 
below in the paragraph Bioinformatics).In addition, MS/MS fragmentation 
cannot generally provide detailed linkage and stereochemistry information. 
Complementary analytical techniques such as gas chromatography-mass 
spectrometry (GC-MS) and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy 
may enable researchers to obtain this information (Rudd et al. 2015; Shajahan 
et al. 2017) but usually demands much higher amounts of sample.  
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3.9 Glycomics 
The term “glycomics” describes the study of all glycans that are synthesized 
by a cell or a tissue under particular conditions, the “glycome” (Bertozzi and 
Sasisekharan 2009). Glycans are attached to the core protein either through N-
linked (attached to the amino group of the Asn) or O-linked (attached to the 
hydroxyl group of Ser/Thr/Tyr) glycosylation. Glycans have a high 
heterogeneity both regarding their distribution on a core protein 
(microhetergeneity) and their occupancy at a specific glycosite 
(macroheterogeneity), which makes the glycan analysis challenging 
(Cummings and Pierce 2014). Despite the analytical challenges, several MS-
based glycomics methods have been developed and applied successfully to 
study N- and O-linked glycans (Han and Costello 2013; North et al. 2009).  

Structural analysis of GAG glycans is extremely challenging due to the 
heterogeneous nature and large size of GAGs. To overcome this complexity, 
one approach is to release the GAGs from core proteins followed by partial or 
complete lyase digestion to produce a less complex range of oligosaccharides 
which are subsequently analyzed by bottom-up MS analysis (described in the 
paragraph Proteomics). MS/MS approaches have emerged over the past few 
years to decipher the GAG structures (Staples and Zaia 2011; Volpi et al. 2014; 
Zaia 2010, 2008). A recent development of GAG domain mapping, 
GAGDoMa approach, facilitated the structural analysis of linkage regions, 
internal and terminal non-reducing ends (NREs) of GAG chains (Persson et al. 
2020). In this method GAG chains are depolymerized by bacterial lyases, then 
separated by reversed-phase dibutylamine (DBA) ion-paring chromatography 
prior to introducing the separated molecules to the MS/MS analysis (Persson 
et al. 2020). In addition to sequencing GAG chains by bottom-up approaches, 
a top-down glycomics approach (described in Proteomics) has recently been 
successfully implemented to characterize GAGs of the PGs bikunin (Ly et al. 
2011) and decorin (Yu et al. 2017).  

Although these glycomics methods provide valuable information on the 
structural composition of the attached glycans, they don’t allow for the 
characterization of glycosidic linkage positions and the carbohydrate 
configurations. This limitation has recently been overcome by the introduction 
of the ion mobility mass spectrometry (IMMS) method as a powerful analytical 
technique for the separation and structural characterization of glycan isomers 
(Lanucara et al. 2014; Mookherjee and Guttman 2018). IMMS is able to 
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important to further understand and explore the glycan-mediated functions of 
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distinguish ions with the same masses and provides information on the 
isomeric carbohydrates, their configurations and glycosidic bounds (Gray et 
al. 2016; Gray et al. 2017; Miller et al. 2020). 

In Paper III, we applied a glycomics approach similar to the one that has been 
used to characterize and semi-quantify xyloside-primed GAGs from human 
breast cancer cells and fibroblasts (Persson et al. 2018). Some modification in 
the previously published method, has now been introduced for the analysis of 
PGs, including benzonase and hyaluronidase digestions. Samples were run on 
Orbitrap Elite mass spectrometer in the negative mode with HCD 
fragmentation. The LC step was performed in the presence of dibutylamine 
(DBA) as ion-pairing agent which significantly improves the chromatographic 
separation and also reduces the formation of alkali adducts (Kuberan et al. 
2002). 

 

3.10 Bioinformatics 

Another limiting factor when studying the MS-based “omics” techniques, is 
processing and analyzing the large amount of data obtained in the MS/MS 
analysis (Chandramouli and Qian 2009). This becomes even more complicated 
when it comes to the glycopeptide analysis and there is a need for more 
effective database and search algorithms to overcome the present limitations 
(Darula and Medzihradszky 2018; Li et al. 2020).  

In bottom-up proteomics, data are commonly obtained by either data-
dependent acquisition (DDA) or data-independent acquisition (DIA) methods, 
depending on the purpose of the study. In the DDA methods that have been 
used extensively for proteomics analyses, the most intense precursor ions at a 
given retention time at the MS1 stage are fragmented in the MS2 step. In DIA 
methods, all precursor ions that are in the same mass window (isolation 
window) are fragmented at MS2 stage, which means that all detected precursor 
ions are MS2 fragmented regardless of their intensities. Obtaining proteomics 
data by the DIA method, makes the analysis even more complex since the 
resulting DIA MS/MS data are very complicated and need to be analyzed by 
very robust analysis tools (Doerr 2015; Guan et al. 2020). Thus, the MS-
generated data must be converted to an appropriate format used in the search 
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protocols. There are several database search programs such as SEQUEST, 
Mascot and X!Tandem that facilitate the accurate and sensitive peptide 
identification from MS/MS spectra (Huang et al. 2012). In Papers I, II and IV, 
the Mascot search engine was implemented (Perkins et al. 1999). Mascot is 
used to identify proteins from peptide sequences by using a probability-based 
scoring algorithm which allows it to score experimental peptides against the 
database of known peptides. The mascot score is -10Log10 (P), where the P 
stands for probability; thus the best scored peptides in mascot are the ones with 
lowest probability to occur by chance (Perkins et al. 1999). 

For the identification of glycopeptides using the Mascot search engine, the 
masses of the anticipated glycans are added as variable modifications in the 
Mascot database searches. For HCD fragmentation, the used modifications 
must also include subtraction of the same masses from the peptide fragment 
ions including the glycosite (Nasir et al. 2016). In Papers I and II, the masses 
of the hexasaccharide including 0-2 sulfate/phosphate groups were used as the 
allowed modifications of Ser residues for the CS/DS core proteins. Also, in 
Paper II the masses of the tetrasaccharide including 0-1 sulfate/phosphate 
groups were used as the allowed modifications of Ser residues for the HS core 
proteins. Bioinformatics tools may be used to verify glycopeptide hits (Nasir 
et al. 2016), but for Papers I and II, manual verifications of the fragmentation 
spectra from the Mascot hits were performed. In order to be considered a true 
hit, the presence of the fully de-glycosylated but otherwise intact peptide ion 
had to be present in the fragment spectrum. Also, the presence of an oxonium 
ion at m/z 362.10 significant for the hexasaccharide structure had to be present 
for verification of the CS/DS glycopeptide hits (Gomez Toledo et al. 2015). 
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“We are not lost. We’re locationally challenged.”  

John M. Ford 

 

4 RESULTS 

As discussed in the introduction, PGs are very complex structures, and 
studying them is hindered by several limiting factors. In this thesis work, we 
aimed to validate a glycoproteomics method that allows us to characterize the 
linkage region composition and identify the core protein while the linkage 
region is still attached to the Ser glycosite. This novel method, couples the 
enrichment and enzymatic depolymerization of GAG chains with a high-
resolution nLC-MS/MS analysis. In this method, discussed in a Paper I, the 
complexity of the CSPG containing sample, in this case CSF, was reduced by 
trypsin digestion, which tends to generates peptides with optimal sizes for 
MS/MS analysis. The glycopeptides that carry CS chains were enriched by 
SAX chromatography and then ChABC was used to depolymerize the CS 
polysaccharides into the much less complex hexasaccharide structures. The 
hexasaccharide linkage region generated after ChABC depolymerization is 
composed of the tetrasaccharide linkage region plus a dehydrated disaccharide. 
The samples were analyzed on an Orbitrap Fusion mass spectrometer coupled 
to nLC for the better separation of peptides. The raw data was processed by 
proteomics software and analyzed with the Mascot database search algorithm 
including the allowed fixed and variable modifications for glycopeptides 
identification. All glycopeptide results were further verified by manual 
interpretation to avoid false positives. The positioning of phosphate, sulfate, 
and sialic acid modifications was also done manually. This approach was 
previously applied for several biological complex samples, including CSF, 
Caenorhabditis elegans, urine, cells and cell culture media from different 
human and rodent origins. Applying this method for identifying CSPGs in the 
CSF sample has resulted in the global site-specific identification of several 
novel core proteins including CgA, CgB, and neuropeptide W. 

Considering that the understanding of the GAG glycosylation pattern of SGs 
may benefit the understanding of the biological role(s) of PGs or their GAG 
chains in endocrine cell physiology, we designed the work that is presented as 
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Paper II in this thesis. In Paper II, we aimed to investigate if the SGs proteins 
in neuro(endocrine) cells, known to have specialized SGs, carry CS and/or HS 
GAG chains. We applied the method that we developed in Paper I, and 
optimized it according to the type of samples used in Paper II. Using our 
method, we identified core proteins, their CS and/or HS GAG chains and the 
sites that these are attached to in the core proteins. We used endocrine insulin-
secreting cells from human islets, rat (INS-1 832/13) and mouse (MIN6 and 
NIT-1) insulinoma cell lines as models for GAG isolation and identification. 
We identified CgA with CS modification in all the cell lines and in human 
islets. In rat insulin-secreting cells, CgA carried either CS or HS GAG chains, 
thus this is a so called hybrid site. Besides CgA prohormone, we identified 
other core proteins that carry CS GAGs, including islet amyloid polypeptide 
(IAPP), secretogranin-1 (SCG1), secretogranin-2 (SCG2), and 
immunoglobulin superfamily member 10 (IGSF10). Depolymerization of 
GAG chains with heparinases II and III, enabled us to identify two known 
HSPGs, i.e. syndecan-1 (SDC1) and syndecan-4 (SDC4), and three novels 
HSPGs including CgA, SCG1, and neurexin-2 (Nrxn2). Together, we could 
identify several different CSPGs and HSPGs in human, rat and mouse insulin-
secreting cells (Figure 12). However, their biological roles remain to be 
determined. 

In Paper III, we set up a novel LC-MS/MS method for structural analysis of 
linkage regions, internal oligosaccharides and NREs of CS/DS GAGs from 
PGs secreted from rat INS-1 832/13 cells. This method was adapted and 
modified from the glycosaminoglycan domain mapping, GAGDoMa, method 
of structurally analyzing complex mixtures of CS/DS primed on xylosides. To 
study the GAG chains derived from PGs, we isolated CS/DS GAG 
glycopeptides from their corresponding core proteins, enriched from culture 
media of INS-1 832/13 cells, by extensive digestion of the PGs using a non-
specific protease, pronase. The released CS/DS GAG conjugates were then 
isolated by SAX chromatography, followed by benzonase and hyaluronidase 
digestions. The optimization of the sample preparation step by including 
benzonase and hyaluronidase digestions resulted in more complete digestions 
of GAG chains by ChABC and ChAC enzymes and in cleaner, more enriched, 
CS/DS preparations. Isolated GAG conjugates were further orthogonally 
depolymerized by bacterial lyases, analyzed by nLC-MS/MS in negative 
acquisition mode, and the data was processed by Proteome Discoverer 
software. In addition to applying Proteome Discoverer software for LC-MS 
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peak detection and intensity measurements that enabled us to replicate samples 
to provide a more reliable semi-quantification, all data were analyzed 
manually. In summary, this method facilitated the detailed structural 
description and semi-quantification of the terminal, internal, and linkage 
region domains of the CS/DS on CgA, the major PG produced by the INS-1 
832/13 cells. The data showed that in rat INS-1 832/13 cells, the secreted 
GAGs were heterogeneous because of the presence of both co-polymeric 
CS/DS GAGs and CS GAGs of secreted PGs. Different modifications of the 
linkage region such as sulfation, phosphorylation, and sialylation increased the 
heterogeneity of the CS/DS linkage regions. However, the CS/DS GAG chains 
from CgA, appeared to have essentially only one 4-O-sulfate modification per 
GalNAc residue and thus, they showed rather simple repetitive internal 
structures.  

By developing two advanced glycoproteomics and glycomics approaches that 
enabled us to evaluate the GAG glycosylation status of PGs in insulin-secreting 
cells, we further aimed to combine our novel methodologies with other 
techniques to better understand the biological role(s) of GAG-glycosylation in 
rat INS-1 832/13 insulin-secreting cells. Thus, in Paper IV, using the 
CRISPR/Cas9 genome-editing system, we generated stable beta-1,4-
galactosyltransferase 7 (B4galt7) knock-down (KO) INS-1832/13 cells. The 
idea was to block an early step in the GAG biosynthesis in the cell machinery; 
thus, CgA and other GAG-glycosylated core proteins would remain without 
GAG chains. Several of the identified CSPGs and HSPGs in Paper II, are 
prohormones. Prohormones are typically stored and also processed within 
DCGs before they are released from neuroendocrine cells upon stimulation. 
Among all the prohormones stored in DCGs, CgA has been shown to have a 
critical role in DCG formation through its C-terminal derived peptide, serpinin. 
Notably, in Paper II, we showed that the GAG glycosite is close to the serpinin 
cleavage site. However, the involvement of the CgA GAG structures in such 
an effect as the processing of CgA itself is not yet studied. In summary, the 
CRISPR/Cas9 technique was used to establish multiple clones with a genetic 
block in the GAG biosynthesis, followed by phenotypic characterization of the 
cells by assessing possible changes in cell morphology, CgA expression, CgA 
localization in SGs, and in PG structures. Our data showed that B4galt7-KO 
cell lines had a significant, but not complete, block of the GAG glycosylation 
of the CgA protein. Inspection of the knock-down cells showed that these cells 
are more round and smaller than the WT cells. Immunostaining of CgA showed 
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an altered distribution of this protein in the knock-down clones when compared 
to WT cells. 

Figure 12. Alignment of GAG glycosites from human, rat and mouse insulin 
producing cell PGs identified in this thesis. The exact site of Xyl attachment is shown 
by the star symbol and the corresponding serine residues are numbered.  
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an altered distribution of this protein in the knock-down clones when compared 
to WT cells. 

Figure 12. Alignment of GAG glycosites from human, rat and mouse insulin 
producing cell PGs identified in this thesis. The exact site of Xyl attachment is shown 
by the star symbol and the corresponding serine residues are numbered.  
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“Science may set limits to knowledge, but should not 
set limits to imagination.” 

Bertrand Russell 

 

 

 

5 DISCUSSION 

PGs are composed of a core protein to which one or more GAG chain(s) are 
covalently attached. The emergence of mass spectrometric glycomic 
techniques has enabled studies of the basic units, the disaccharides, of PGs and 
in parallel cell and molecular biology techniques have opened up great 
possibilities to study also the functional aspects of GAGs. However, due to the 
structural complexity of these molecules, there is still a need to develop novel 
tools to identify PGs and study their complete structures in more detail, as has 
been done for only very few of them (Ly et al. 2011; Yu et al. 2017).  

With this aim, we have developed a glycoproteomics approach, which is based 
on the enrichment of GAG-substituted glycopeptides, followed by enzymatic 
depolymerization of GAG chain and nLC-MS/MS analysis in positive mode 
MS/MS. In this method, the precursor ions were fragmented by applying a 
range of different HCD energy levels, which provided the complementary 
sequential glycosidic and peptide backbone fragmentations. This sequential 
fragmentation provided information on both GAG linkage region composition 
and modifications and identification of the core protein as well as of the serine 
glycosite to which the GAG chain is attached (Paper I). The modifications of 
the GAG linkage region included phosphorylation, sulfation, and sialylation. 
Sulfate groups are fragile during the fragmentation in positive mode; however; 
the negative mode ionization and the use of ion-pairing agents are useful to 
prevent losses of sulfate groups. We applied this later approach in the 
glycomics method, where we analyzed samples in the negative mode combined 
with DBA ion-pairing agent, which gave us additional information on the 
internal oligosaccharides and the non-reducing ends of the PGs (Paper III). 
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Sulfation of linkage regions, and of the extended GAG chains in general, is the 
most typical modification of GAGs. The different sulfation patterns of GAGs, 
generate a high variety of GAG chains and domains with a wide range of 
biological actions (Schjoldager et al. 2020). Considering the limited arsenal of 
methods for structural characterization of biologically active PGs, their GAG 
domains and their sulfated motifs, the development of the glycoproteomics 
(Paper I) and glycomics (Paper III) methods described in this thesis and which 
enabled us to characterize such structures, will probably be valuable. 

In this thesis work, we applied the glycoproteomics approach to analyze the 
CSPGs/DSPGs and HSPGs from human pancreatic islets and rat and mouse 
insulin-secreting cells. The rat INS-1 832/13 and two mouse cell lines, MIN6 
and NIT-1, have been widely used as models to explore various aspects of beta 
cells pathology in diabetes research. A total of six of core proteins carrying 
CS/DS GAG chains were identified in this study, including two novel CS/DS-
modified core proteins (IAPP and IGSF10). Besides, we identified two known 
(SDC1, and SDC4) and three novel HSPGs (CgA, SCG1, and Nrxn2). 
Identification of some PGs, including SDC4, SDC1 and Nrxn2, was possible 
upon using the combination of trypsin and chymotrypsin enzymes. This 
indicates the importance of the protease selection based on the origin of the 
sample. All CSPGs and HSPGs identified in this study showed a cell-type-
specific expression pattern, except for CgA that had a broad expression pattern 
and was identified in human islets and in media from rat and mouse insulinoma 
cells. Identification of CgA as a PG in the three species investigated, as well 
as in human CSF and urine (Gomez Toledo et al. 2015), may indicate some 
importance of the GAG glycosylation for CgA function.  

Among all PGs identified from the three different species, only CgA contained 
either CS/DS or HS chains, thereby CgA may be called a hybrid PG. This 
hybrid GAG character at the same glycosite is conserved between species, and 
was identified in rat INS-1 832/13 cells cell lines but not in human beta cells. 
This could be explained by the fact that the HS structures were less abundant 
than the CS structures, as in the insulinoma cells, and thus fell below the level 
of detection in the human islets. Interestingly, HSPGs and CSPGs often 
function differently in e.g. neural extensions (Shen 2014); thus, one could 
speculate that this hybrid site of CgA may be of importance for the function 
and processing of CgA in these cells.  
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Several of the PGs identified in this work are known as prohormones that are 
typically stored and processed in SGs. Prohormones have not been reported to 
be decorated with HS GAGs before; thus the identification of two prohormones 
carrying HS GAG was surprising. CS/DS and HS GAG-modifications of 
several prohormones led us to hypothesize that the highly acidic GAG chains 
may be involved in the storage and/or processing of granule proteins within 
the SGs. Future research is however, needed to unravel the biological 
importance of prohormone GAG-modifications.  

Prohormones are known to undergo several proteolytic cleavages, which lead 
to the generation of smaller active peptide fragments from larger inactive 
prohormones (Laslop, Doblinger, and Weiss 2000). Several studies have 
shown that glycosylation plays a major role in protein processing, thereby 
contributing to several pathophysiological processes (Nakagawa et al. 2017; 
Schjoldager et al. 2011; Schjoldager and Clausen 2012; Topaz et al. 2004). It 
has been suggested that O-glycosylation in or immediately close to the 
cleavage site of the prohormone convertase (PC) endopeptidases assist these 
enzymes in identifying and cleaving their target proteins (Schjoldager et al. 
2011). To our knowledge, there is no study on the effects of GAG 
glycosylation on the core protein processing and future investigations are 
necessary to explore this issue. In this thesis work, the GAG site identified in 
CgA is in close proximity to the serpinin cleavage site (figure 7). Whether 
occupying this site with a CS/DS or an HS GAG, may affects the release of 
serpinin from CgA is of importance, as serpinin has been shown to be the main 
regulator of DCG biogenesis in neuroendocrine AtT-20 cells (Koshimizu et al. 
2011).  

In humans, less than one hundred PGs, including CS/DSPG, HSPG and 
KSPGs, have been characterized (Toledo et al. 2020). The number of known 
HSPGs is limited, and until recently, only 18 HSPGs have been identified (Xu 
and Esko 2014; Zhang, Lu, et al. 2018). Thus, by identifying novel HSPGs in 
this thesis work, we have expanded the number of HSPGs, up to 21. Identifying 
novel PGs, especially three novel HSPGs, indicates that this glycoproteomic 
method may be used routinely to identify HSPGs in biologically relevant 
samples. Besides, the identification of novel PGs, many of which seem to be 
part-time PGs (Bekku et al. 2003; Yamada et al. 1994; Mann et al. 1990), 
indicates that PGs may have a larger structural and functional complexity than 
earlier conceived. 
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Applying our glycoproteomics method enabled us to determine the exact GAG 
attachment sites and the surrounding amino acids within the core proteins 
(Figure 12). This allowed us to investigate whether the selected GAG 
attachment sites are consensus CS/DS and/or HS sites. Although there is no 
definite consensus motif to predict the potential GAG sites, certain features 
have been reported to favor the attachment of CS or HS GAG chains into the 
selected core protein. For instance, repeated serine-glycine (Ser-Gly)-residues 
in a short sequence and in the proximity of acidic amino acid clusters and of 
tryptophan residues seems to favor the synthesis of the HS GAG chain, 
whereas a single Ser-Gly motif in close proximity of acidic amino acid clusters 
mostly promotes the CS/DS GAG chain synthesis (Winzen, Cole, and Halfter 
2003; Yu and Linhardt 2018; Zhang, David, and Esko 1995). Most of the GAG 
sites identified in this work are consistent with the above criteria, e.g. the HS 
GAG sites in SDC1, and SDC4 which contain a repetitive Ser-Gly motif 
adjacent to acidic clusters (Figure 12). However, not all GAG attachment sites 
conform to this consensus motif as some display a Ser-Ala sequence (Toledo 
et al. 2020; Noborn et al. 2015) as illustrated with the GAG attachment site of 
CgA. 

Not all the potential GAG sites are occupied in the identified core proteins; for 
instance, in human CgA, just one CS/HS site (Ser-424) was identified out of 
three potential Ser-Gly and three Ser-Ala GAG sites (Paper II). This could be 
explained by the fact that the degree of Ser xylosylation is different in different 
cells and has been considered to be an incomplete procedure in some PGs 
(Esko, Kimata, and Lindahl 2009). The initial attachment of Xyl to the core 
protein is regulated via the expression of distinct XylT isoenzymes (XylT-1 
and XylT-2) that are possibly expressed differently in different cells; thus, the 
cell of origin may or may not produce particular PGs depending on its needs 
(Schjoldager et al. 2020). Even for one specific GAG glycosite, the degree of 
xylosylation, i.e. the occupancy, may differ. This phenomenon, early coined as 
part-time PGs (Fransson 1987), indicates the dynamic nature of glycosylation 
in living organisms (Ohtsubo and Marth 2006). Our data showed that level of 
occupancy at Ser-424 of CgA in human beta islets was around 33% (Paper II).   

Our data showed that all but one identified GAG attachment site, Ser-95 of 
SDC4, were conserved within the three species of this study. The conservation 
of GAG sites among SGs prohormones, CgA, SCG1, and SCG2, may indicate 
their biological importance in SGs. However, this speculation needs to be 
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evaluated further on. Interestingly, the HS GAG site in at the Ser-95 residue, 
93-AGSGSQVPTEPK-104, was reported to be decorated with CS GAG chain 
in human BeWo choriocarcinoma cells (Toledo et al. 2020). This finding may 
indicate that different cells may decorate the same GAG site with either HS or 
CS chains, possibly depending on their needs. This observation further 
indicates that it is important to be careful when choosing the experimental cell 
or animal model, to be able to translate the obtained information from such 
models to humans. 

Detailed analysis of the glycan structures of the CS and HS linkage regions of 
identified glycopeptides in this study showed a variety of linkage regions with 
different patterns of Xyl phosphorylation and/or sulfation of the GalNAc/Gal 
residues. Considering the fact that the GAGs have a very heterogeneous nature 
in terms of size, disaccharide composition, and sulfation pattern, and many of 
biological functions arise from the heterogeneity of structures, we aimed to 
further unravel the GAGs structures from rat INS-1 832/13 cells (Paper III). 
We expanded and optimized the previously published method to decipher the 
GAGs disaccharide composition of linkage region, internal and NREs of 
CS/DS PG-derived GAGs (Persson et al. 2020). The semi-quantification of 
different GAG structures, was possible to perform using this approach. 
Quantifying the GAG glycosylation heterogeneity may help us to follow 
alterations induced during various physiological and pathological conditions 
(Hackett and Zaia 2020). A recent study has shown that the strict size and 
sulfation pattern of HS GAGs are required for the in vitro Tau protein cellular 
uptake (Stopschinski et al. 2018). This finding indicates the importance of 
developing glycomics methods as the one described in this thesis work, to 
correlate the structure of GAGs to their biological functions. This analytical 
method can assist us in expanding our knowledge of the glycome and to 
decipher the complexity and diversity of GAG structures. 

In continuation, we established stable B4galt7 knock-down INS-1 832/13 cells 
(Paper IV). This particular gene codes for the 1,4-galactosyltransferase 7, 
responsible for addition of the inner Gal in the linkage region common to all 
CS/DS and HS GAGs. By knocking out this gene, which does not have any 
known homologues, we expected to block the normal extension of all CSPGs 
and HSPGs in INS-1 832/13 cells, including those on CgA. The major 
reduction of CgA GAG glycosylation, observed with western blot and 
glycoproteomics analysis in KO cells, was, somewhat unexpectedly, 
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accompanied with a reduction of CgA at the mRNA and protein levels. This 
may indicate that there is a relation between CgA glycosylation and its 
expression. The altered distribution of SGs and processing of CgA prohormone 
in KO compared to WT cells, may suggest that the GAG-modification 
influences the processing of prohormones and in particular CgA, which may 
affect the DCG formation. Further studies of the effect of GAG biosynthesis 
downregulation in these cells is ongoing. 
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“Nothing in life is to be feared, it is only to be 

understood. Now is the time to understand 

more, so that we may fear less.” 

Marie Curie 

 
 

6 CONCLUSIONS 
This thesis has made a number of significant contributions to the field of 

glycobiology, by the:  

- development of two LC-MS/MS based glycoproteomics and 

glycomics approaches, that are possible to use for the global structural 

analysis of PGs and GAGs 

- identification of several known and novel CS/DSPGs and HSPGs from 

human, rat and mouse insulin-producing cells 

- establishment of CRISPR/Cas9 B4galt7 KO clones of the insulin-

secreting rat cell line INS-1 832/13 to better understand the importance 

of GAGs in biological processes e.g. in DCG biogenesis  
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“Important thing in science is not so much to obtain 

new facts as to discover new ways of thinking about 

them.” 

Sir William Bragg 

 

 

 

7 FUTURE PERSPECTIVES 

Understanding the biology of islet cells, especially beta cells, is essential for 
encoding the molecular events that lead to diabetes and to its long-term 
complications. The goal of diabetes research is to prevent the development of 
this disease and to provide novel therapeutic options for the diabetic patients. 
The basic research in the field is very dependent on the availability to 
appropriate models of human pancreatic islets. As we have discussed in this 
thesis, rodent and in less extent human beta cell lines have been widely used 
in diabetes research. In future studies, it is important to connect the findings 
from cell models to human cells, tissues, organoids and individuals. One way 
is using the models that better mimic the in vivo environment of pancreatic 
cells, e.g. pancreatic organoids. Working on a model which can simulate the 
in vivo biology, one could also try to further optimize the methods to be able 
to detect possibly more PGs and study the connection between the structural 
composition of PGs and their biological functions. Applying the CRISPR/Cas9 
method enables further studies of the function of PGs by generating KO 
models of specific core proteins, sequences or serine residues of PGs.  
Additionally, it will be very valuable to generate CRISPR/Cas9 libraries with 
different KOs of specific glycosyltransferases and of sulfotransferases, 
epimerases and transporters in order to better understand the GAGs 
biosynthesis and to understand how the environmental cues could effect this 
process. Deciphering the structural variabilities of PGs and understanding the 
effect of biological and pathological conditions on GAG biosynthesis may 
further open up the use of GAG glycopeptides/proteins as biomarkers of 
human diseases. 
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“Nothing in life is to be feared, it is only to be 

understood. Now is the time to understand 

more, so that we may fear less.” 

Marie Curie 

 
 

6 CONCLUSIONS 
This thesis has made a number of significant contributions to the field of 

glycobiology, by the:  

- development of two LC-MS/MS based glycoproteomics and 

glycomics approaches, that are possible to use for the global structural 

analysis of PGs and GAGs 

- identification of several known and novel CS/DSPGs and HSPGs from 

human, rat and mouse insulin-producing cells 

- establishment of CRISPR/Cas9 B4galt7 KO clones of the insulin-

secreting rat cell line INS-1 832/13 to better understand the importance 

of GAGs in biological processes e.g. in DCG biogenesis  
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“Important thing in science is not so much to obtain 

new facts as to discover new ways of thinking about 

them.” 

Sir William Bragg 

 

 

 

7 FUTURE PERSPECTIVES 
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models of specific core proteins, sequences or serine residues of PGs.  
Additionally, it will be very valuable to generate CRISPR/Cas9 libraries with 
different KOs of specific glycosyltransferases and of sulfotransferases, 
epimerases and transporters in order to better understand the GAGs 
biosynthesis and to understand how the environmental cues could effect this 
process. Deciphering the structural variabilities of PGs and understanding the 
effect of biological and pathological conditions on GAG biosynthesis may 
further open up the use of GAG glycopeptides/proteins as biomarkers of 
human diseases. 
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The emergence of very high resolution MS methodologies, has enabled us to 
study some GAG-related diseases, i.e. the linkeropathies. Linkeropathy refers 
to a group of severe congenital diseases with enzymatic defects in the 
biosynthesis of the common GAG tetrasaccharide linkage regions attached to 
the core proteins of PGs (Mizumoto, Yamada, and Sugahara 2015). Applying 
our glycoproteomics method we have been able to detect variants of the GAG 
linkage regions, similarly to the method that led to the identification of a non-
canonical CS linkage region in human urine (Persson et al. 2019). According 
to other studies of human linkeropathies, the clinical symptoms are not always 
in agreement with glycosyltransferase enzymatic defects of GAG linkage 
region biosynthesis (Job et al. 2016; Jones et al. 2015; Mizumoto, Yamada, 
and Sugahara 2015). This may be due to the activation of partially 
compensational mechanisms by homologous enzymes, which makes it 
difficult to diagnose the disease just based on the clinical symptoms and 
enzymatic activities of the crippled enzymes. Whole exome sequencing is now 
used as the method of choice for correct diagnose for these patients. However, 
exploring the heterogeneity of GAG chains in different linkeropathies using 
the methods described in this thesis, may open up an opportunity to use these 
as diagnostic tools for human linkeropathies and also as possible analysis for 
follow-up on future therapies.
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